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: INTRODUCTION
The NRP Work Session on "Sleep, Wakefulness, Dreams
and Memory" was held on January 30 and 31, 1965 at the NRP
Center in Brookline, Massachusetts. Drs. Werner P. Koel]a
and Walle J. H. Nauta served as cochairmen.
i The choice of the topic "Sleep, Wakefulness, Dreams and
I _,emory" as the subject of an NRP Work Session reflects the
i orientatlon of the Associates' interest toward fundamental
biological phenomena. Detailed studies of the daily activitycycle so far have been restricted to a limited number of
i animal species. Nevertheless it is likely from all appear-
ances that virtually all vertebrat_ classes at least are sub-
I ject to a diurnal rhythm in behavioral activity and respon-
_ siveness. This rhythm, although influenced by external
environmental factors, is not determined by such factors, and
thus appears to manifest a mechanism of intrinsic program
t control.
I Despite several decades of intensive multidisciplinary
! study, Jdetermining mechanisms of the sleep-wakefuiness cycle
! have remained elusive. During the last 15 years, however,
[ remarkable progress has been made in the analysis of thet
phenomenon of sleep, especially as it manifests itself in
I changes of central neural activity and its attendant percep-
, tual, ideational and behavioral states. The Work Session
here reported was intended to provide a survey of the
contemporary status of the problem.
The writer who attempts to describe a phenomenon as
fundamental and encompassing as the sleep-wakefulness cycle
finds himself confronted with a formidable challenge. For
the sake of a readable account, he is compelled to organize %.
his material in some or other form unavoidably expressing his
interpretation of the causal sequence; yet any such classi- !
fication must remain tentative as long as the ultimate i
causative mechanism of the diurnal cycle remains unknown. It
is therefore necessary to inte-pret such terms as: "mechanisms
of sleep induction," "central regulatory mechanisms," etc.,
used in the present account, with appropriate reservations.
They convey no more than a reasonable certainty that the
major behavioral aspects of sleep have certain consistently
identifiable central nervous corollaries. Research in sleep
has only begun to reach beyond this causative level, and much
further study 'ill be needed to expose the next deeper
biological substratum.
1966028274-008
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I. OVERVIEW
Sleep is usually defined phenomenologically as a re-
versible, periodically occurring state of reduced muscular ac-
tivity and sensory reactivity of an organism to the surround-
ing world. Our phenomenological knowledge is quite advance_
about the various functional changes that distinguish sleep
from wakefulness (and from other states characterized by a
loss of wakefulness). Little, however, is known about the
function of sleep. Despite some anec4otal evidence suggest-
ing that sleep serves to restitute, to "de-tire," or to re-
fill some well of energy depleted dur_ng wakefulness, vir-
tually nothing is known ab-gut the processes underlying that
depletion and restitution. S1mf.larly, virtually nothing is
known about how and where 31eep-inducing stimuli act, although
there is some evidence thau tiredness is th_ subjective man-
ifestation of a buildup of a hypnogenic factor, that an in-
ternal clock is involved in timing the onset and termination
cf sleep, and that the reduction of sleep-d_._turbing stimuli
such as light, noise, muscular activity and _ociceptive sig-
nals, facilitat he onset and continuance o9 sleep. Finally,
little is known about the organizational control of sleep.
Indeed, there J.s still some controversy wheih_r any control-
ling, integrating or organizing apparatus _:s'= be postulated.
Some investigator_ such as Kleitman, vie_ _ee!_ as a mere
letdown phenomenon, and claim the "varl),_:_ concomitants and
characteristics of slee_ can all (wi_h _: notable exception
of the positive Babir_ki response anc_ ;_c_tain types of elec- I
_roencephalographic patterns) be obtained in a waking subject
under certain conditions of horizontal body position, rest.
and muscular relaxation."
Other (and probably the majority of} investigators
point out that the shift from the waking to the sleeping state
involves distinctive physiological changes characteristic of
sleep alone, and that these changes are not the result of a
mere "letdown"; in fact, a number of bodily functions and
single functional units are, if anything, more active in sleep
than iL waking. New evidence presented by many of the parti-
cipants in this Work Session, as well as older observations
that sleep can be induced experimentally by electrical (or
chelaical) stimulation of various brain partz, adds further
strer_th to the view that sleep is an actively induced and
controlled phenomenon.
i What, then, distinguishes sleep from wakefulness some-
} what more specifically than is indicated in the preceding
i
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discussion? There are, indeed, a great many sleep "symptoms" _
encompassing functional chan_es in a large variety of bodily
activities and manifest in such indicators as the pupil size,
blood pressure, skeletal muscle contraction, reactivity to
sensory stimuli, and EEG characteristics. The latter, while
not the most obvious of the "sleep indicators," have been very
valuable and instrumental in studies of sleep. Soon after
discovery of the EEG by Berger, it became obvious that with the
transition from restful waking to sleep, a numbe2 of funda-
mental changes occurred in the brain's electrical pattern,
characterized by a general slowing of the more-or-less regular
waves and the appearance of "spindles." Based mostly on
measurements of the arousal threshold, Loomis, et al. (I) wer_
able to establish a scale of five sleep stages ("A" through '--
"E") each characterized by unique EEG patterns indicative of
a particular "level" of sleep (Fig. 1 ). This scale is still
very much in use, although attempts have been made to simplify
or complicate it either by consolidation of two or more of
Loomis' stages, or by the addition of substages. Of the newer
classifications, the one by Dement and Kleitman (1957a) has
also b_en widely accepted, at least in part because it in-
cludes a new "phase" of sleep, detected during the last ten
or so years, the so-called paradoxical, desynchronizod, fast-
wave, low-voltage, REM, or activated sleep. (See Fig. 2.)
Dement (1958), and Dement and Kleitman (1957b) (who were th_
first to give a full description of the phase) observed that
in man as well as in experimental animals the EEG suddenly may
change from the slow-wave-and-spindle pattern to a fast-wave
low-volt,_re tracing resembling the activation pattern of the
aroused waking organism; the subjects otherwise exhibit all
the signs of sleep, such as narrow pupils, relaxation of the
nictitating membrane (in cats), low reactivity to sensory
stimuli, and relative rest of the body (though twitching of
the limbs often accompanies this fast-_ave sleep). Typically, %_
these phases, which usually occur in man after an initial slow
phase of sleep lastlng about 60 minutes, are always accompanied
by rapid eye movements (REM's). _urthermore, the high inci-
dence of dream recall in subjects awakened during REM sleep,
and the low incidence of dream recall in those awakened during
slow-wave (i.e., orthodox or deep) sleep, Ted to the assumption
that dreaming occurs, mainly, during paraaoxical sleep. More
will be said about these more psychological aspects of sleep
later in this report. ISee pages 50-69.)
ii i •
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Figure I. The EEG stages in a 29-year-old healthy man. Eight
channels recorded in monopolar arrangement as indicated,
against ear lobe. a:waking with alpha waves; b:floating or
B-stage; c:C-stage with spindles and increasing amount of
delta waves(c'); d-D-stage with larger delta waves (3/sec);
e:E-stage, large, very slow deltas (0.6-1/sec). [From: Jung,
R. (1953) : Neurophysiologische Untersuchungsmethoden, Handbuch
•i der innern Medizin, Bd. V/I, s.1206-1420 Berlin- Springer.]
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Figure 2. EEG samples from two subjects to illustrate the
Dement-Kleitman classification of sleep patterns and some of %
the variations in the stage 1 category associated with rapid
eye movements. In the waking and stage 1 samples, each group
of three tracings, F-frontal, P-parietal, O-occipital, is
simultaneous. All samples were taken from one night's
recordings. [From: Dement, W. and Kleitman, N. (i_57) :
Electroenceph. Clin. Neurophvs. 9:679. ]
4_
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PHENOMENOLOGY OF SLELP
II. PHYSIOLOGICAL
x
A. Functional Differences Between Wakefulness and a
Sleep : N. Kleitman
Called upon to describe some of the functional differ-
ences between wakefulness and sleep, Dr. Kleitman* first |
pointed out that the important question is not so much, What
is sleep?, but rather, What is wakefulness? He emphasized I
that sleep is a relatively simple state; we fall asleep at
the end of a certain number of hours of wakefulness. Sleep, iKleitman said, looks from the outside like a lifeless condi-tion which we have ccme to think of as a form of mild anes-thesia or coma. Despite the presence of new information in-dicating some auxiliary active participation of certain parts
, of the nervous system, Kleitman views sleep as a passive I
state; it is nothing more than a diastole, or the rest of the
organism; and by rest is meant, particularly, a rest of the
body musculature.
The muscular system, in Kleitman's opinion, plays an
important role in maintaining wakefulness and producing the
"necessity of sleep." He views muscular inactivity as one
of th_._!efunctional differences that distinguishes sleep from
wakefulness. Since the sleep-waking cycle is not markedly
altered in human quadriplegics, one may assume that small
muscles about the head and face play an important role. In-
deed, the eye muscles have an extremely large cerebral cor-
tical representation; thus, it seems that the "cortical" im-
portance of muscular systems determines the role played in
the sleep-waking cycle. During waking, even when one is com-
pletely relaxed or even sick and immobilized, there is still
a great deal of muscle tonus, which creates fatigue. Muscu-
lar fatigue, then, a discomfort perhaps from pain receptors,
makes one stop activity and helps to induce sleep. Perhaps
the "stopping" per se is effective as a hypnogenic factor.
During sleep an abundance of signals still "come in,"
and a great deal of internal (i.e., central nervous) rever-
beration takes place, but "very little, if anything goes out."
Some sort of block must occur during sleep (see also
* It seems noteworthy to mention at the outset of this pre-
sentation that Kleitman has written a most outstanding book
on sleep (1939), which recently appeared in a revised edition.
With this classical work Kleitman has established himself as
the dean of the American sleep investigators. (W.P.K.)
iiiiiiii iiiiii_
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Dr. Evarts' report, pp. 15-23) that is a fundamental feature
of the sleeping phase. Another manifestation of this block
is the appearance during sleep of a positive Babinski sign
(i.e. t a dorsal extension of the big toe in response to tac-
tile stimulation of the sole of the foot), which is ordinar-
ily related to lesions in the pyramidal system.
Still another expression of a cutoff of the periphery
from the central motor structures can be seen, according to
Kleitman, in Gibbs' (2) observation that when epileptics
sleep, epileptic grand mal seizures may well be seen as the
typical electroencephalographic patterns, but not convulsions;
whereas such patients, when awakened, promptly show a full-
blown epileptic attack with muscular involvenent.
Another interesting feature of sleep phenomenology is
the occurrence of sleepwalking, which had always been thought
to be an acting out or "working out" of dreams. Recent ex-
periments have shown, however, that sleepwalking always oc-
curs during stages III and IV (deep, slow-wave sleep), in
which little dreaming occurs, in contrast to stage I, REM,
during which most dreaming seems to take place. Thus, sleep-
walking is probably not related to dreams.
Kleitman proceeded then to describe a number of indi-
cators of 24-hour cycles. Body temperature, for instance,
follows a fairly regular 24-hour cycle with a maximum or
plateau between noon and 8 p.m.. Individual irregularities
in curves may be the manifestations of short-term rest-activity
cycles with periods of about 90 minutes. Kleitman believes
the large 24-hour cycles are established by individual exper-
ience. Thus, changing to a different routine, i.e., 18, 21,
or 28 hours, one can establish an 18-, 21-, or 28-hour temper-
ature curve. In sleep-deprived individuals, the 24-hour %-
rhythms persist, and are paralleled by changes in degree of
sleepiness as well as by variatioms in performance, for ex-
ample in psychomotor and arithmetical tests.
An important feature of the relative stability of the
rhythms is well demonstrated if one compares the 24-hour
rhythm of temperature and the rhythm of heart rate. ",n normal 1
24-hour day-activity, night-sleep patterns, temperature and 1
heart-rate variations run nicely parallel. If one changes to
an 18-hour day or reverts to night shifts, the heart-rate
variations immediately follow the new routine, whereas temper-
ature has a tendency to adhere to the old 24-hour routine. In
Kleitman's :/iew, drop in heart rate is simply a concomitant
"4
_ m
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of lying down and resting, whereas the temperature cycle is an |
acquired, precisely adjusted rhythm with a certain degree of Istability.
Dr. Halberg, an expert on circadian rhythms, pointed
out that there are indeed differences between the behavior,
say, of circadian rhythms in body temperature, on the one
hand, and of heart rate, on the other hand. Thus, when human
beings are cut off from time cues for several months the am-
plitude of the circadian rhythm in heart rate might decrease,
while that of the body-temperature rhythm might not. He
stressed, however, that under such critical conditions the
circadian rhythm in heart rate nevertheless persists. Further-
more, Dr. Howard Levine, using the spectral analytic technique
has detected a circadian component even in the heart rate of a
child in prolonged coma (unpublished).
Kleitman finally also mentioned a number of important
facts about blood gases. Both C02 tension in the blood and
C02 partial pressure in the alveoli of the lungs are raised
during sleep, indicating a drop in irritability of _he C02-
sensitive part of the respiratory center. Narcoleptics, how-
ever, have as high a C02 pressure during wakefulness as nor-
mal subjects have during sleep, indicating that such patients
are (at least according to their blood gases) not fully awake.
In a sense,:the C02 pressure, according to Kleitman, is an in-
dicator of vigilance; it is low during waking and high during
sleep.
B. Staqes of Sleep Accordinq to the EEG: R, Hes_
Dr. Hess dedicated part of his presentation to a review
of the electroencephalographic signs of sleep, (Fig. 3) and
then discussed some of his own findings and "the meaning of the
EEG changes with respect to brain function." In his review,
Hess pointed to some limitations in the classification of the
various EEG stages, in particular, the rapid shifts from one
stage to the other that may make identification of a given
sleep stage rather difficult. In addition, he noted that the
"classical" sleep stages can be clearly distinguished only in
younger persons, whereas in older subjects, newborn babies
and infants, deviatiens from the classical scheme are en-
: countered. (Even in younger adults EEG patterns may occur
i during sleep that do not fit any of the classical stages.}
Finally, Hess pointed to the lessened degree of correlation
between behavioral indicators and EEG signs in the later phases
i sleep. Regarding paradoxical sleep characteristics, Hess
of
i/ i
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Sleeppatterns Stages (Loomlset al.
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i
Figure 3, Schematic representation of several sleep patterns
and their constituents, as they occur in the (Loomis) stages
of slee°p. [From: Hess, R.W. (1964) : Electroenceph. Clin.
Neuro_hys. 16:44-55.] !
I -
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mentioned the slightly slowed alpha activity, the low-voltage
slow waves (in the so-called theta range, i.e., 4-to-6-per-
second waves), and the fair amounts of faster activity which
make up the pattern. He also pointed out that the paradoxi-
cal sleep pattern in the cat is not identical with the acti-
vation pattern of the aroused awake animal.
Hess then proceeded to discuss a number of specific
EEG sleep phenomena, namely the "vertex sharp wave," the "K-
complex," and the less commonly mentioned "occipital positive
spike-like waves." All three are paroxysmal phenomena, the
first two usually occurring in response to stimuli. The ver-
tex sharp wave is, as the term indicates, a sharp, often bi-
phasic wave, occurring over the medial aspect of the head; it
is most prominent in children and becomes inconspicuous with
• increasing age. It occurs mostly in the (light) B-stages of
sleep, though it is also found that the C-stage (characterized
by spindles), and is not rare in the early D-stage. The K-
complex, on the other hand, occurs in all age groups; it has
a longer duration, higher voltage and a wider spread over the
head than the vertex sharp wave, and is most prominent in the
C-stage of sleep. Vertex waves generally occur without sub-
sequent changes in the EEG, whereas the K-complex is often
followed by a train of alpha-like waves and EEG signs of par-
tial arousal.
The occipital spike-like waves are not, in Hess' view,
stimulus-induced and are not identical with lambda waves
(random, electropositive, sharp or saw-tooth waves which ap-
pear with visual attention), despite their reser_lance to
them.
Hess mentioned the following relations between sleep
stages and eye movements: while awake, vertical blink-like
movements are prominent, but often without any change in the
alpha waves (which are supposed to indicate that the cortex
is i_, its waking state). With drowsiness and the onset of
51eep, these vertical jerks are replaced by slow, regular hor-
izontal movements which, with deepening of sleep, become more
irregular, still slower, intermittent, and finally disappear.
With every arousal, as well as during episodes of paradoxical
sleep, rapid, jerky movements reappear.
In Hess' view, this evolution of eye movements during
sleep reflects changes in the functional state of brain stem
centers which do not always parallel that of the cortex.
1966028274-017
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Hess finally offered some theoretical considerations
on the various sleep states: "Since in paradoxical sleep the
cortex seems to react as in light sleep, and since dreaming
and incorporating of exterior stimuli into dreams show a
fairly high level of cortical activity while the arousal
threshold is high, one might assume that th_ collaterals of
sensory inflow, which lead to the arousal center, are blocked,
perhaps by occlusion. The purpose of this state, if you will
permit a teleological argument, would be to allow these centers
to recover, while protected against disturbance from without.i
This would be a most dangerous state for any creature, ex-
cept civilized man in peacetime, unless a subsidiary arousal
mechanism were provided by the cortex, which itself passes
to a state of near-wakefulness for the period in question,
and thus is in a position to screen and assess the signifi-
cance of incoming messages much better than in slow-wave sleep.
In cases of vital importance, the reticular system is aroused
by assumedly still functional descending pathways, so that the
organism is able to react in an appropriate way.
"In slow-wave sleep, on the other hand, the discrimin-
atory faculty of the cortex may be assumed to be lessened,
and the reticular system is in charge of arousing the cortex
to some extent for any arriving stimulus, so that its meaning
may be assessed. Since the cortex, having an incomparably
more complex function than.the primitive arousal center, needs
rest and recovery in the first place, paradoxical sleep does
not occur unless abundant slow-wave sleep has taken place."
C. ElectrophTsioloqical Phenomena: Sinqle-Unit Discharqes
and Evoked Responses_ E. Evarts
Microelectrode recordings of the discharges of single _.
neurons in various parts of the brain provide an index of
functional differences between sleep and waking that sup21e-
ments the evidence obtained by the electroencephalographic
technique. In recent years, techniques worked out by Jasper ( 3 )
and by Hubel ( 4 ) have made it possible to record from single
units (which can be "held" for several hours) in various stages
of vigilance. While earlier findings of the maintenance of
cerebral electrical (EEG) activity and the persistence or the
enhancement of sensory-evoked potentials during sleep had al-
ready indicated the continued presence of nervous activity
during sleep, the results of recent recordings of single nerve-
cell activity have raised serious questions as to the validity
of the notion of "brain sleep"; not only do the nerve cells
of n_erous brain areas continue to discharge du_ing sleep, i -
i
m _ H
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but in many instances they have been found to discharge at
higher mean frequencies during sleep than they do during wake-
fulness. Among the earlier reports, Huttenlocher (5) has
recorded discharges from units in the reticular formation of
cats with chronically implanted electrodes. He found that
the majority of the cells recorded from showed an increase
of discharge frequency as the animals shifted from wakefulness
to slow-wave and then to fast-wave sleep. These findings are
all the more astonishing since one would expect that the part
of the brain containing the classical ascending activating
system would be quiescent during sleep. It may be noted, how-
ever, that the reticular core is also intimately involved in
the control of sleep, so that its increased neuronal activity
may signal a discharge in a sleep-inducing, ascending inhi-
bitory system, as well as a release phenomenon. Records from
• the cerebral cortex suggest indeed that such "disinhibition"
takes place during sleep. More will be said about such find-
ings later.
Evarts, in his presentation, reviewed mostly his own
extensive work in this field over the past several years, with
particular emphasis on his most recent findings. Using the i
techniques of Jasper TM and Hubel (4) for recording unit acti-
vity, he was able to observe the units in various stages of
wakefulness (i.e., with and without movements), as well as _:
of sleep (i.e., slow-wave and fast-wave sleep) in cats and
monkeys. In all animals, electrodes were implanted to permit
recording of the EEG, the activity of the neck and limb
muscles, and, in a number of experiments, to stimulate 1:he
medullary pyramid so as to allow identi£ication ef cortical
neurons whose axons descend through the pyramidal tract. An
important aspect of Evarts' work is that it demonstrates that
it is not enough to observe the overall frequency of discharge
of a few neurons in the transition from wakefulness to sleep;
rather, the size of the nerve cells, the area recorded from,
the pattern of discharge (regular vs. bursts), the type of
wakefulness (i.e., active vs. resting), and the type of sleep
(slow-wave vs. fast-wave) are all parameters which must be
considered to obtain a clear picture of what happens in the
various stages of vigilance, even if one observes a relative-
ly homogeneous population, as Evarts has done.
If one records just the mean discharge frequency from
units in the visual cortex of cats, a pattern as shown in Fig.
i 4 emerges: during resting wakefulness and slow-wave sleep,
the discharge frequency is relatively low and of about the
i same magnitude; during active wakefulness (i.e., when the cat
iii i|iiii.|iiiiiii|
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Figure 4. Comparison of discharge frequency of visual cortex
neurons during low-voltage, fast-wave sleep (S-LVF), slow-wave
sleep (S), resting wakefulness (w), and active wakefulness
(W-VIS). [Evarts]
i
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is looking around) as well as during "fast" sleep, the dis-
charge frequency is considerably increased.
Evarts then demonstrated that merely monitoring the
overall means of discharge frequency derived from a large
number of neurons does not tell the whole story. Closer an-
alysis of the behavior of pyramidal tract neurons (PTN's)
from the motor cortex of monkeys, sho_vs that the shift from
resting wakefulness to slow-wave sleep actu_lly is paralleled
by a massive change in discharge frequency of many individual
neurons; during sleep, elements that had been silent during
waking begin to discharge, while others that had been ton-
ically and regularly active during waking re_-_e their dis-
charge rate. "What has happened," said Evart_, "is that the
differentiation within the group has fallen away."
t
There are, furthermore, qualitative changes in the dis-
charge behavior of neurons _at are of course overlooked if
only the total amount of discharge is recorded. In Fig. 5
a pyramidal neuron from the motor cortex of the monkey is shown
during three different conditions: r_stful waking (W), slow-
wave sleep (S), and low-voltage fast-wave sleep (S-LVF).
While the overall dischargE_ rate of this neuron stays
about the same in W and S-L%T, there is a marked change in
discharge characteristics: during resting wakefulness (i.e.,
no spontaneous movements), the discharge is fairly regular
at intervals unlikely to be shorter than 20 msec to 30 msec.
During slow-wave sleep the spikes may group themselves into
short bursts, whereas during fast-wave sleep, pronounced
groups of high-frequency discharges are seen, separated by
long intervals. These bursts are very similar to those ob-
served after strychnine treatment of the cortex. Furthermore,
they are often associated with small twitches of the extrem-
ities.
Evarts proceeded then to talk about evoked responses,
particularly the changes in discharge _ate and pattern of
visual cortex neurons in response to light flashes. It had
been known for a long time that evoked responses recorded with
gross electrodes commonly become larger during sleep than
during wakefulness. Evarts, too, had observed (1961) that
! there is often an increase in flash-evoked unit discharge dur-
_ ing sleep as compared to wakefulness. In more recent work,
_ Evarts found that while there are indeed many units that dis-
i charge more intensely to photic stimuli du_Jng sleep, others
exist that discharge more markedly during waking. This dif-
ference is related to he la ency of response. Units that are
t
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Figure 5. Comparison of discharge patterns of a pyramidal
tract neuron from monkey motor cortex during three cond_ tions-.
restful waking, slow-wave sleep, and low-voltage fa3t-wa_e
sleep (S-LVF). [Evarts ]
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more responsive during sleep are those that respond soon after
the evoking stimulus, i.e., those with short response latency,
whereas, the units that are more responsive during waking are
those with long response latency. A unit that responds at
short latency and then again at long latency may show an in-
crease in its short-latency response and a decrease in its
long-latency response in sleep as compared to waking. The
failure of the long-latency response thus appears to result
from a failure of arrival of the long-latency input to the
unit rather than from inexcitability of the unit.
Continuing his work, Evarts then investigated in greater
detail the question of which neurons speed up during sleep,
and which slow down to achieve the "de-differentiation" men-
tioned above. In particular, his concern was whether acceler-
' ation or deceleration during sleep depends on the size of the
neuron. Evarts obtained information about the sizes of the
cells in the motor cortex by means of electrical stimuli de-
livered to the medullary pyramid w;ich then excited pyramidal
tract neurons (PTN's) in the cortex _ntidromically. From the
latency of the antidromically induced response, the conduc-
tion velocity of the pyramidal fiber involved could be cal-
culated, and further, the fiber and cell sizes could be in-
ferred. Once Evarts had established the fiber and cell size
for all units studied with the microelectrode, he investigated
their behavior in various stages of vigilance (Fig. 6). The
r_sults of this study can be briefly summarized as follows: The
larger (short-latency) neurons are usually silent or hardly
active during waking movements and during sleep. The smaller
PTN's are continuously active during restful waking, but some
of these small PTN's may actually show reduced discharge dur-
ing movements. During slow-wave sleep the overall firing rate
of the smaller PTN's slows down, in marked contrast to the
increased discharge frequency of the largest PTN's. With REM
sleep, small PTN's have mean discharge frequencies similar to
those of the waking state.
In another study, Evarts investigated the uischarge
behavior of neurons in the motor cortex during wakefulness
with and without learned movemenhs of the hand, as well as
during various stages of sleep. Often, it was found that in
the course of certain movements (i.e., lifting the hand in
• a conditioned response to a light) two neurons behaved recip-
rocally; that is, one reduced, while the other increases its
firing rate. With the onset of sleep, this differentiation
i _nd reciprocal patterning was lost.
i
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Figure 6. Discharge pattern of a pair of pyramidal neurons _ %"
(identified by antidromic stimulation) recorded with the same _
microelectrode. The larger unit (response latency(L) 0.8 msec) I
was inactive during waking without movements (top set), became
somewhat active during drowsiness, and developed bursts during !(slow-wave) sleep (bottom). The other smaller unit (latency
(L) 1.5 msec) was regularly active during quiet waking, and
developed bursts with the onset of sleep. The EMG (electro-
myogram) was taken from contralateral arm muscles. [From:
Evarts, E. (1965) : J. Neurophysiol. 28:216-228.] i
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In Evarts' view, de-differentiation of neuronal dis-
charge is an important aspect of sleep; there seems to be
"more entropy," a loss of gradients between adjacent neurons,
more positively correlated discharge and, thus, "much less
information."
A second important point is that a certain decouplinq
between the cortical neurons and the periphery appears to
take place during sleep. _nazingly, during fast-wave sleep,
PTN's may discharge briefly at rates much higher than they
do in wakefulness during movement; yet no movements, or only
slight ones occur during this sleep stage. Evidently, the
pyramidal discharge is disorganized, and is a "meaningless
jumble" because the important reciprocal code is lost.
Furthermore, sleep Js associated with maintained, tonic in-
" hibition of the spinal cord motoneurons. This tonic inhibi-
tion "turns off" the periphery, with a consequent alteration |
of spinal reflexes as well as a reduction in the effective- I
ness of downward discharges from supraspinal levels.
As to the interpretation of some of his results, Evarts
had at first thought that the small neurons that slow down
during sleep may actually "need" sleep since, due to t _eir
small volume-to-surface ratio, they would "run out" of po-
tassium and take up sodium, gut a closer look at the be-
havior of these smaller PTN's revealed that during slow-wave
sleep they still discharge at rates somewhat higher (about 9
per second, on the average) than do the larger PTN's, which
speed up from near zero to about 6 to 7 per second in sleep.
Thus, sleep does not seem well designed to serve the purpose
of restoration alone, since "no matter how you fatigue this
system," such restoration could be accomplished within about
an hour by complete inactivity during that period.
_inally, Evarts offered some i@_as about possible mech-
anisms responsible for the difference in behavior of cortical
neurons during waking and sleep. The fact that during waking
cortical neurons tend not to discharge beyond a certain upper
frequency limit, may indicate th_ a certain minimum inter-
spike interval is due to recurrent inhibition similar or an-
alogous to that exerted by the Renshaw cells associated with
the spinal motoneurons. In the spinal cord, the action of
the Renshaw circuit can be blocked by strychnine, causing the
disinhibited motoneurons to discharge at much higher rates.f
_ Strychninization of the cortex also shortens the minimum in-
_ terspike interval; there is now a considerable body of evi-dence showing that recurrent inhibition does exist in the
1966028274-025
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cortex. In view of the similarity of the cortical neuron dis-
charge pattern during fast-wave sleep to the strychnine-
induced discharge pattern, Evarts' views "this kind of pat-
tern during sleep as (probably being) due to the failure of
some (recurrent) inhibitory mechanism." It was speculated
that during waking, excitatory impulses arising in subcorti-
cal regions might keep the cortical analog of the Renshaw
cell active and provide inhibition of the cortical pyramidal
neurons; fading of the ascending, facilitatory discharge dur-
ing sleep would de-facilitate the cortical "Renshaw" cells
and th_s disinhibit the PTN's.
D. Phenomenoloqy of Paradoxical Sleep in Cats: M. Jouvet
In his presentation, Dr. Jouvet reported on his exten-
sive studies of paradoxical sleep in cats, experiments from
which a great deal has been learned, not only about the phe-
nomeno]ogy of this particular phase of sleep, but also about
its mechanisms and the effects of its deprivation. The former
aspect of his presentation will be discussed in this section,
while the latter will be u_ken up on pages 38-43.
As mentioned earlier, paradoxical sleep is also often
referred to as "fast-wave low-voltage sleep," "desynchronized
I sleep" or "activated sleep." Jouvet has found that this par-
ticular state, which usually appears periodically after an
initial stage of slow-wave sleep, is characterized by an EEG
pattern very similar to (but not identical with) that during
activation in the waking state (Fig. 7). Jouvet mentioned at
the outset of his presentation that in his opinion "paradoxical
sleep and slow-wave sleep are two kinds of different phenomena,"
and that "paradoxical sleep is as different from slow-wave
sleep as slow-wave sleep is different from waking." Accord- %,
ing to Jouvet, paradoxical sleep in the cat is quite similar
to paradoxical sleep in man. A low-voltage fast-wave pattern
dominates the EEG as it does during waking. Unlike the waking |
state, however, high-voltage spikes occur in _e occipital J
leads. Further, paradoxical sleep is characterized by theta |
waves (4-6 per second) in the hippocampus, monophasic spikes _
intermingled with t_eta waves in the pontine reticular forma-
tion, and high voltage spikes in the lateral geniculate body.
The electromyogram of the neck muscles is quite flat, in con- i
tradistinction to slow sleep and wakefulness. Rapid eye move- !
ments occur up to 120 times per minute; the heart rate is
slowed, though it is quite irregular, and often episodes of
tachycardia occur; narrow pupils and relaxed nictitating mem- i
branes complete the picture. For experiments in which the _
brain above the pre- or postpontine level has been removed, _
!
a
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Figure 7. Physiological and electrographic signs of waking
and of the two phases of sleep in the intact cat. A (left
side): waking animal; note rapid cortical and subcortical
electric activity, activity in neck electromyogram. B: slow-
wave, high-voltage sleep with cortical spindles and delta waves,
spikes in hippocampus and slow waves in reticular core; slight
reduction in neck muscle myogr_a. C: fast-wave, low-voltage
sleep; cortical EEG's similar to those during waking; theta
rhythm in hippocampus and in pontine reticular nuclei; atonia
in neck muscles; rapid eye movements, bradycardia and irregu-
lar breathing; increase in plethysmographic index. CSM:
sensory motor cortex; CES: ectosylvian gyrus; FRM: midbrain
reticular formation; FRP: pontine reticular formation; EMG:
neck muscle myogram; HIPP: hippocampus. YEUX: electrooculo-
gram; EKG: electrocardiogram; PLETH: plethysmogram forepaw;
RESP. respiration; Calibration • 1 sec, 50 _V. [From: Jouvet,
M. (1963): Electroenceph. Clin. Neurophysiol. Suppl. 24:133-
+ 157.]
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the peripheral indicators, such as neck muscles and heart-
rate, are of utmost importance in d_termining the piesence
or absence of paradoxical sleep. In "pontine" cats (i.e.,
those whose brain above the prepontine level has been re-
moved), electrical recordings from the pontine reticular for-
mation add more indicators for paradoxical sleep.
In normal cats, paradoxical sleep episodes also occur
in periods that appear quite suddenly after episodes of slow-
wave sleep, and last about six minutes. They cover about 15%
of a full day, i.e., about 35% of the 45% of total sleeping
t/me of these animals.
Another aspect of Jouvet's work, his studies of the
pattern of recovery from paradoxical sleep deprivation, will
be discussed on pages 38 to 43 particularly as these studies
cast light on the "function" of paradoxical sleep.
E. Electrophysiqloqical Phenomena and Sleep: Ultraslow
Potential Chanqes: V. Rowland
Dr. Rowland, in reporting and interpreting experimen-
tal findings from his laboratory, covered several aspects of
sleep and wakefulness, sleep-inducing (and-inhibiting) stim-
uli, as well as conditioning experiments related in one way
or another to sleep. The latter two aspects of Rowland's i
- findings will be described and discussed later in their proper
framework (see pages 59 - 61). This section will deal with
more phenomenological findings having to do with d-c record-
ing of sustained potential variations, often referred to as
"ultraslow electrical potential changes." The pioneering work
in this field has been done by the German physiologist,
Caspers (6), who studied rats chronically prepared with non- "_
polarizable electrodes. This investigator observed that cor-
tical electrodes, if measured against an "indifferent" bone
electrode, exhibit a negative potential difference, which de-
creases somewhat (i.e., the cortical electrode shifts toward
"positivity") with slow sleep, and decreases to an even greater
extent with para,_oxical sleep.
In Rowland's opinion the situation is much more com-
plex than that described by Caspers. First, "no electrode has
yet been proved to be indifferent." In Rowland's laboratory,
after a large number of epicortical, intracortJcal and sub-
cortical electrodes are implanted, tho "reference electrode
is selected, on the basis of that position which, when all
other points are recorded against it, gives the greatest
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variety of baseline changes, assuming that only the quietest
electrode can do this." One is particularly assured of rea-
sonable quiescence at the referenc_ if two sites recorded
against it show opposite polarity and nearly equal amplitude
shifting. "Reference" electrode6 were often also mounted on
the occipital bone. while the investigators were aware that
"the skull is not immune" to d-c shifts in the underlying
brain tissue.
Russell Durkovic, in Rowland's laboratory, found that
with most electrode settings and recording against the occip-
ital bone, a negative shift occurs with the onset of REM
periods, though there are local differences. Rowland des-
cribed one case in which an electrode just beneath the sur-
face of the post-cruciate gyrus cortex was non-responsive;
• another electrode, however, in the same location about one
millimeter below exhibited, with onset of REM sleep, a nega-
tive shift of several hundred microvolts which endured through-
out the whole REM sleep episode and then "went positive" when
the REM period was terminated. In the same animal two elec-
trodes mounted vertically above one another in the visual
cortex exhibited negativity against occipital bone with the
onset of the REM period.
In another cat, electrodes mounted in the hippocampus
also shifted toward negativity with the onset of REM periods,
and with waking. Rowland also pointed out that Durkovic's
findings of negative shifts during REM's confirm those of
other authors - such as Kawamura and Sawyer( 7 ), and Wurtz.( 8 )
In trying to explain the difference between Durkovic's
findings and those of Caspers, Rowland pointed out that the
experiments were done in two different species (rat vs. cat)
and that the condition of the reference electrode in Caspers'
work was not known. He also mentioned that he would not
claim that his own findings fully prove negativity "coming in"
with REM's, as the remote possibility exists that his read-
ings may indicate positivity at the reference site: "Several
triangulation combinations would be needed to establish, by
the rule of parsimony, true negativity at the cortical elec-
trodes."
F. Enerq7 Metabolism and Activit 7 of Bioqenic Amines In
the Brain Dur_nq Sleep and Wakefulness: S. Kety
Dr. Kety discussed the question of metabolism during
sleep, in particular the 02 metabolism of the brain, and the
r_mmm m m m m m m
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metabolic and functional role of a number of biogenic amines
in the brain. His first topic, blood flow and 02 uptake by
the brain in sleep and waking, was based primarily on his
own studies of about 15 years ago. He mentioned briefly that
at that time many experimental neurologists still had the
idea that sleep was the result of ischemia or anoxemia or
that sleep was a kind of narcotized state induced by a hypo-
thetical "Schlafsubstanz." Kety also mentioned Sherrington's (9)
idea, current at that time, that there was generalized inac-
tivity in the brain during sleep.
Together with Mangold, Conner, Sokoloff, Kleinermann,
and Therman, Kety (1955) used the nitrous oxide technique to
study the cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption of the
brain in sleep, as compared with other states. The EEG and
clinical indicators were used to distinguish sleep from several
stages of wakefulness, including resting, fatigued states,
activated wakefulness, and "hyperalerting" in anxiety states.
The findings as to blood flow and oxygen consumption are pre-
sented in the following table:
Cerebral Blood Flow [CBF) and Cerebral Metabolic
Rate for Oxygen (CMRO2) During Various States of Vi@ilance
Fatigued Normal
Awake Sleep Rested
EEG Slow
Waves
Spindles
CBF (MI/100 g brain/MM) 59 65 55
CMRO 2 (MI/100 g brain/MM) 3.5 3.4 3.3
Art. pO 2 (Hg) 19.4 19.4 19.4
Art. pCO 2 (Hg) 46 46 41 _ %_
These very striking findings demonstrated for the first i
time that during a physiological state of "depression" there
is no essential drop in 02 consumption, while in other, path- I
ological states of depression, i.e., coma, there is a marked
drop of 02 uptake (about 1.9 to 2.3 ml). Other of Kety's
findings dealt with the blood/gas tension of pO 2 and pCO 2.
These results are also presented in the table above. Cer-
tainly all these findings would rule out any speculation that
sleep has to do with cerebral anoxemia and ischemia. Further-
more, Evarts' (1960) findings, together with many others'
would a priori rule out Sherrington's notion of cerebral rest
%
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during sleep, and confirm W. R. Hess' much older idea
(1924-25) that sleep is an active phenomenon induced by ex-
citation of sleep-inducing and -controlling structures. (i0) i
An interesting chance observation in Kety's work con-
cerned the CO 2 tension in the blood. While fatigued subjects
who (later) fell asleep showed an increase of the blood CO 2
to 46 mm Hg, fatigued subjects who later could no_.__tfall asleep
showed a blood CO 2 tension comparable to that of restful, non-
fatigued wakefulness (41 mm Hg).
Kety then also mentioned briefly the work of Lubbers (II)
and his collaborators:who have measured cerebral oxygen con-
sumption in dogs with a different method. They found with a
shift from wakefulness to sleep, only a slight reduction, by
• 20% or less, of 02 consumption. Sleep was induced in these
studies by small doses of anesthetics.
Birzis and Tachibana, (12) according to Kety, measured
local cerebral flow with the (still somewhat controversial)
impedance pulse methods in cats. They found that alerting
(by noise, light, or smell of fish) led to a highly localized
and significant increase of the impedance pulse in the pos-
terior hypothalamus, signaling an increase in local blood
flow. In light sleep there was an increase in impedance pulse
in the cerebral cortex and reticular formation, whereas the
indicator decreased in the hypothalamus. In deep (slow-wave)
sleep there was an increase in all areas probed, and in para-
doxical sleep the impedance pulse again showed a pattern sim-
ilar to that observed during the waking state. Kanzow (13) ,
using a thermal conductivity method, reported a marked in-
crease in cortical blood flow during paradoxical sleep in
cats .*
Kety then discussed the metabolism and the possible
role in sleep of a number of biogenic amines_ He first men-
"r
_. tioned the still somewhat controversial story of gamma hydroxy-
_f butyrate, a congener of GABA (gamma aminebutyric acid).
__ Wolf, (14) as well as Bessman and Fishbein (151 had found this
substance in the brain, whereas Giarman and Roth (16) were
_ * Note added in proof (May 2, 1966): In preliminary experi-
_!! ments using an autoradiographic technique, Reivich, Evarts
_ and Kety have found a remarkable increase in blood flow of
the order of 100% in various structures throughout the brain,
_ including subcortical nuclei, during paradoxical sleep. (Kety)
n
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unable to detect it there. If this compound were indeed
present in the brain, it would be of great interest because
of its pharmacology: gamma hydroxybutyrate, a few minutes
I after its intravenous administration, produces sleep that be-
haviorally does no_._tdiffer from normal sleep. (17) Experi-
mental subjects awaken readily and are inmlediately clear-
headed. The hypnogenic effect of this compound is thus quite
different from that of the barbiturates. Gamma hydroxybutyrate
also does not produce the state of "semi-narcosis" with its
typical grogginess and relative disinhibition. (Laborit (17)
reports that it can, if used with premedication, serve as an
anesthetic.)
Kety then spent the remainder of his presentation dis-
cussing "classical" biogenic amines, particularly, norepineph-
fine (noradrenaline), epinephrine (adrenaline), and serotonin
(5-HT). He started out by mentioning the effect of reserpine,
which has been known for some time to produce sedation (not
true sleep), and to induce a marked fall of brain catechol-
amines and other amines such as serotonin and tryptamine.
Further, administration, to such sedated animals, of DOPA*
(a precursor of dopamine, and thus a precursor of norepineph-
fine) together with a monoamine oxidas_ (MAO) inhibitor in-
duces arousal together with an increase in brain catechol-
amines. This evidence of correlation between arousal from
reserpine-induced sedation and the increase in catecholamine
content in the brain led to the notion that catecholamines are
involved in arousal; but there is still some controversy
whether other amines are involved, too. Reason for reserva-
tion in accepting this catecholamine notion may also be found
in the observation that reserpine as well as monamine oxidase
inhibitors have very different effects in different species.
Kety proceeded then to discuss some work on the metab- %"
olism of norepinephrine (NE) in the brain. He pointed first
to the difficulty of studying norepinephrine -- one cannot get
the substance into the brain across the blood-Drain barrier
(BBB). Thus, injection of radioactive NE, which might seem
useful to study the fate of this compound, leads to only
minute deposition of the tagged substance in the CNS. Dopa-
mine. a NE precursor, does not penetrate the BBB any better.
Even injection of radioactively tagged grandparent (DOPA), and
great-grandparent (tyrosine), which do cross the BBB, does not
allow the accumulation of radioactive NE in amounts necessary
to study its metabolism. Glowinski and Axelrod (18} found, !
i i i i
* 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine
t -
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however, that one hour after intraventricular injection of
radioactive NE, the tagged compound is taken up by the brain
in a topographical as well as intracellular distribution sim-
ilar to that of naturally occurring endogenous NE.
In working with the little-understood CNS catechola-
mines, it is helpful to apply knowledge about the better-known
I
peripheral adrenergic nerves. It is well established tl _t in
peripheral adrenergic nerve endings the NE is stored in small
vesicles and is being acted upon by MAO to be converted to
deaminated products. On the other hand, nervous impulses
reaching the nerve terminals also release NE from the vesicles; I
it then reaches the synaptic space, interacts with the re-
ceptor at the postsynaptic membrane and is then metabolized
by catechol-O-methyl transferaue to form the methyl deriva- |
tire, normetanephrine. Wit_ reserpine, deaminated products •I
increase in the brain, suggesting that with this drug the spon-
taneous leak of inactive NE is increased, thus reducing the
active concentration at cerebral synapses. Amphetamine treat-
ment, however, leads to the appearance of methylated products
in the brain, while sympathetic stimulation leads to appear-
ance of the methylated products in the periphery. Both ob-
servations strongly indicate that nerve stimulation as well
as amphetamine elicit the release of active NE.
G. Short- and Lonq-Period Rhythms in the Sleep-Wakefulness
pattern: F_ Halberq I
Dr. Halberg discussed some results of the approach by
spectral analysis* to neural and other rhythms with respect
to the sleep-waking pattern. He noted a broader-than-classical
spectrum of rhythms in sleep-wakefulness per se and in other
body functions, including those d_picted by electrocortico-
grams. These rhythms are detected and quantified by electronic
computer techniques developed especially for this purpose. He
* As a crude analog_the spectrum of physiologic rhythms can
be compared with the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation
which describes the spectral intensity distribution of the
; constituent oscillations with different frequencies--includ-
ing among other components the oscillations resulting in vis-
ible light. By the same token, physiologic spectra describe
the extent to which the "intensities" or the amplitudes of
biologic oscillations with dlffe_ent frequencies contribute
to the total variability encountered in serial biologic mea-
l suraments. Like electromagnetic ones, physiologic spectracover a broad frequency domain. (Halberg)
i
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also suggested that phTsiologic endpoints heretofore unavail-
able result from the applicatioz of these methods. The view
of a spectral structure of organisms_ revealed by their
rhythms, can be documented from work with such spectral end-
points; against this background one can then explore a temporal
physiology and pathoioqv of "_e central nervous system.
Rhythms with frequencies Well known from the behavior of sleep
and wakefulness, namely a) circadian rhythms (in the region
frmm one cycle in 28 h to one cycle in 20 h) and, b) ultradian
rhythms (in the region from one cycle in 20 h to one cycle in
about 1 h), can be examined in data displays as _ functiJn of
time (see Fig. 8 ) and preferably, also, by so-called spectral
methods and derived measures such as circadian quotients (CO).
He noted that both the behavior-day charts and the CQ's
of infants raised on a self-demand schedule reveal that im-
mediately after birth, frequencies in the ultradian region of
the spectrum are more prominent than circadian frequencies.
With advancing age, the circadian rhythm predominates increas-
ingly over the ultradian one: infant develop_ent involves a
circadian-to-ultradian variance transposition that can be ob-
jectively gauged by the circadian quotient or CQ. The so-
called free-running of t_ _.circadian component in the spectrum
of the developing infant -- suggested by the data in the top
portions of the charts in Fig. 8 -- clso can be gauged by
spectral analysis (spectra not shown).
Halberg demonstrated how variance spectral estimates
detect and quantify an effect of reaerpine upon the circadian
component in human rectal temperature, an effect occurring in
the absence of gross changes such as fever or hypothermia --
as reported elsewhere (Halberg, 1963.)
He discussed the rather drastic circadian periodic
changes in the susceptibility to audiogenic convulsions and
to death from convulsion of certain inbred strains of mice.
These animals are bred for periodicity analysis by the temporal i
biologist just as fr_t flies are maintained by geneticists. !
With such models available, other agents, a number of them
traumatizing the central nervous system, also can be shown to
exhibit effects that depend upon the phase of the circadian
system at the time of exposure. Thus, he suggested, t_e
stage of circadian periodic organization predictably t_ps the
scale between death and survival from a fixed do6e of agents _-
such as ethanol, acetylcholine, or the psychotropic drug
librium, among others studied by Scheving(19), Davis(20), and
Wooley and Timiras(21).
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In view of the experimental demonstration that the cir-
cadian system critically determines various responses of the
central nervous system while it also provides a rather sen-
sitive gauge of drugs affecting the central nervous system
(e.g., reserpine, see above), Halberg suggested that one can
now use as endpoints the sample amplitude and the sample phase
of the electro-cortical rhythms as well as of metabolic ones
related to neural and neuroendocrine function. These end-
points do indeed describe statistically significant changes,
revealed -- for the case of the electrocorticogram of the
mouse -- by mere spotchecks, such as those described by
R. Harner (22) . A neuroendocrine "division-of-labor" in time
is revealed by reliable phase differences based on extensive
transverse mapping of certain neuroendocrine functions.
Halberg noted that on the basis of so-called transverse
profiles, namely of series obtained on comparable individuals
over spans not much longer than the period under study, the
mapping of pertinent circadian rhythms in man also has begun,
in terms of frequency spectra -- and also as polar phase dia-
grams. Such data can be analyzed by electronic computer pro-
grams to study variance transposition or circadian desynchro-
nization as aspects of a temporal pathology.
According to Halberg, longitudinal profiles, consisting
of series covering spans that are much longer than a given
physiologic period under study, are amenable to rigorous anal-
ysis by the same electronic computor techniques, e.g., by ,
polar amplitude phase as well as by temporal amplitude and
• phase diagrams. He reported that under the cnnditions of
synchronization with an institutional routine, there is a
rather remarkable stability of phase in the face of a rather
plastic amplitude in certain of the component rhythms of the
circadian system. These findings of relative stability in !
circadian phase have been extended to the circadian time es- i
timation and heart-rate rhythms of healthy subjects living
for several months in the isolation of a cave, without known ,_
time cues. !
Halberg pointed out that in view of the relative stabil-
ity of circadian phase in health, phase alterations in disease i
gain in interest. He suggested as a pertinent model of such
chrono-pathology, the consistent change in phase of the rectal
temperature rhythm after blinding -- the original model for a
circadian phase-drift of about a decade-and-a-half ago having _
been studied recently else,.,here with confirmatory results.
i .
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III. MECHANISMS OF SLEEP INDUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND TERMINATION
A. Anatomical Substrates of Central Nervous Control Mechanisms
Subservinq the Sleep-Wakefulness Cycle: G. F. Rossi
Dr. Rossi gave an account of his experimental studies
which, much like the studies of Jouvet (see pages 38-43),
have been conducted primarily by the method of surgical dis-
section. Rossi's work has led to a detailed spatial concept
of the functional subsets within the overall sleep-wakefulness
mechanism, a concept which is fully compatible with the notion
that sleep is not merely a passive state of the central nervous
system. Rossi has identified "passive" as well as "active"
sleep mechanisms and has, moreover, provided suggestions as
to the possible modes of interaction between the two categories.
• The resultant concept is illustrated in diagrammatic form in
Fig. 9 • The right half of the diagram shows the approximate
extent and location of those brain stem structures that appear
to be essential for arousal and maintenance of vigilance
(block A). The region in question occupies a large territory
in the brain stem tegmentum. Its lower border appears to lie
at the upper pontine level, rostrally it extends throughout
the length of the diencephalon.
The location of structures critically involved in mecha-
nisms of induction and maintenance of sleep states is indicated
in the left half of Fig. 9 (horizontal lines). Structures
within this category are strung out over a larger extert of
the brain stem involving, among others, the pontomedullary
tegmentum in which no structures essential to the maintenance
of the wakeful state have been identified. A distinction must
here be made between components subserving synchronized or
slow-wave sleep (indicated by horizontal lines) and the some-
what separate but undoubtedly closely associated pontine
mechanism related to the paradoxical or desynchronized phase
of sleep (cross-hatched block D).
Physiological observations following surgical involve-
ment of various CNS levels can be summarized as followsz
Following brain stem transection at the midbrain level, the
forebrain ("cerveau isol_") does not exhibit the normal periods
of desynchronized electrocortical activity characteristic of
the waking state. Rather, its condition is reflected in a
protracted state of electrocortical synchronization and of
behavioral unresponsiveness: coma. The most caudal brain
stem transection followed by similar electrocortical and
P m
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of "active" and "passive" %_
sleep mechanisms and their possible interaction, according to
Rossi.
J
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behavioral effects is at the level of the upper pons. (23)
With the passage of time, however, periods of EEG and behav-
ioral arousal reappear. Arousal is permanently abolisheu
only if the diencephalon is destroyed. These findings suggest
that the arousing structures are distributed all along the
rostral part of the brain stem and the diencephalon.
Integrity of the thalamus is an essential prerequisite
for the occurrence of the most characteristic EEG figure of
synchronized slow-wave sleep, the "spindle." There is evidence
that EEG synchronization is dependent upon interactions between
thalamus and cerebral cortex, for complete bilateral decorti-
cation likewise abolishes the phenomenon of EEG synchronization
• (Jouvet, 1962) although it does not interfere with the phenom-
enon of desynchronized (paradoxical or REM) sleep. It is an
interesting, and, so far, open question whether this finding
proves that decorticate animals live in a state of persistent
wakefulness interrupted only by episodes of paradoxical sleep.
Below the thalamocortical level, other mechanisms of
fundamental importance for the phenomenon of synchronized sleep
have been identified. Batini, Moruzzi, Palestini, Rossi and
Zanchetti_ TM found that brain stem section at the mid-pontine
level in cats produces a state of long-lasting EEG desynchroni-
zation and behavioral wakefulness. Subsequent studies by Rossi
and co-workers have localized the pontine sleep-inducing
mechanism in the reticular formation of the pontine tegmentum. __
Synchronizing mechanisms have also been identified in the
medulla oblongata(24); the localization of the structures
involved at this level appears to correspond to the region of
the solitary tract and the adjoining reticular formation. It
is interesting that both the pontine and medullary regions in
question coincide with the location of neurons known to emit
long axons ascending beyond the midbrain level (Brodal and
Rossi, 1955). Rossi has therefore suggested the possibility
that the rhombencephalic sleep-inducing structures are
characterized by having predominantly oligosynaptic connections
with the forebrain, wherea %e EEG-desynchronizing mechanisms
are, by contrast, made up o_ -e polysynaptically organized
neuronal chains. This suqges_ _n is compatible with the
observation that the synchronizing systems are most effectively
activated by low-frequency stimulation, whereas arousal is more
easily elicited by stimulation at high _requencies.
i
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Jouvet (1962) was the first to report the disappearance
of both the EEG and behavioral manifestations of desynchronized
sleep following extensive destructions of the pontine tegmentum.
According to Rossi's observations, the structures most immedi-
ately associated with desynchronized sleep are located at the
mid-pontine level, where they overlap to some extent with the
pontine substratu_ of synchronized sleep.
The findings described above indicate that all levels
of the brain stem are involved in the neural process of sleep
and wakefulness. Sleep-inducing structures, however, are
more widely distributed than are the arousal mechanisms; the
latter appear to be represented only rostral to the mid-pontine
level (Fig. 9 ). There is good reason to believe that arousing
and sleep-inducing structures are closely interconnected
anatomically a_ well as functionally. Their interaction
appears to be in part one of reciprocal inhibition, but the
experiments of Dell and his co-workers (25) have suggested the
additional existence of "negative feedback" mechanisms which
may result in facilitation of sleep-inducing mechanisms as a
result of extended activity of the arousal system. Similar
interactions may exist between t.,e synchronizing and desyn-
chronizing subsets of the sleep mechanism: desynchronized
sleep episodes never appear independently, i.e., without a
foregoing period of synchronized sleep, either under physio-
logical conditions or in stimulation experiments.
Both the arousing and sleep-inducing mechanisms can be _
activated by neural impulses originating in other central
structures such as the cerebral cortex, or in the sense organs.
Such influences are mainly phasic in nature, but at least one
sensory system, the trigeminal input, appears to have a more
tonic facilitating effect on the arousal mechanism (Roger,
Rossi and Zinandoli, 1956). Electrical stimulation of the _
cortex may result in either arousal or sleep induction.
Depending on frequency of stimulus and on pre-existing func-
tional states, either effect can Lo induced by stimulation of ione and the same cortical region. Rossi and co-workers havealso observed the triggering of desynchronized sleep episodes
from the cerebral cortex, but only when the stimulation was !
given against a background of well-developed synchronized
sleep.
J
The importance of stimulus parameters is even more
evi.'ant in the results of peripheral sensory stimulation. In
general, sensory inputs elicited by low-fre_ency stimulation
favor sleep induction; whether this takes place by activation | -
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of central sleep-inducing mechanisms or by inhibition of the
arousal system is undecided. Some sensory inputs, such as
those resulting from stimulation of proprioceptor or of type
III cutaneous afferents, appear to cause arousal irrespective
of stimulus parameters; conversely, stimulatior of baroreceptor
afferents tends to favor sleep induction.(2£)
At least three neural phe_cmena may account for the
shift from waking to synchronize,% sleep: i) neuronal fatigue
occurring within the arousing ' .ructures; 2) decreased afflux
of excitatory impulses to the _usal mechanisms, both from
the peripheral sense organs an_ the r -rebral cortex, or 3)
increased activity of the slee_-Jnduclng _tructures, possibly
favored by monotonous stimulation. Nct classified are
the mechanisms responsible for the episodic appearance of
• desynchronized (paradoxical) sleep periods. Rossi interprets
these episodes as abrupt interruptions of the development of
at least some of the neural events underlying synchronized I
sleep; something new appears in the brain, though there is a
further deepening of the sleep state, at leash in tl.e cat.
In Moruzzi's(27) opinion, desynchronized sleep appears to be a
period during which consumption takes place of something
accumulated during synchronized sleep. It is quite likely
that this "something" will eventually be identified as a
humoral rather than a neural phenomenon.
B. Controllinq Structures and the Effects of Paradoxical
Sleep Deprivation: M. Jouvet
Dr. Jouvet has attempted to isolate the two fundamen-
tally different forms of sleep (synchronized or slow-wave, and
desynchronized or paradoxical), in an attempt to elucidate the
functional significance of desynchronized sleep. He described
a surgical preparation in which synchronized sleep was
abolished by removal of all the brain (mesencephalon and fore-
brain) rostral to the pons. Such preparations show periods
of "waking" (in reality a state of decerebrate rigidity),
alternating with desynchronized sleep episodes, the latter
being identifiable by disappearance of muscle tonus in the
neck coinciding with rapid eye movements transmitted via the
abducens nerve (the 9nly oculomotoz erve left intact).
Truncation of the brain behind the pons abolishes the desyn-
chronized sleep episodes, an observation suggesting that the
neural mechanism underlying the phenomenon of desynchronized
sleep is located at the level of the pons. More detailed
studies }lave shown that in the otherwise intact brain, such
sleep episodes are eliminated by bilateral lesions in the
D
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dorsolateral pontine tegmentum. It therefore seems likely
that the phenomenon of paradoxical or desynchronized sleep is
dependent upon the integrity of a particular neural organiza-
tion in the pontine reticular formation.
With suitable precautions, animals decerebrated rostral
to the pons ("pontine cats") can be kept alive for months,
provided an island of hypothalamus is left connected to the
hypophysis. In such preparations, "oneirograms" have been
made by the aid of an integrative mechanism activating a
polygraph at the onset of neck muscle atonia, and thus allow-
ing the selective recording of paradoxical sleep episodes.
Recording was from the pons and from the eyeball and thus
included brair tem EEG (monophasic spikes superimposed on
theta waves) ana lateral eye movements; it was terminated by
the return of neck muscle tonus. By this method, the "para-
doxical sleep cycle" of pontine cats, recorded continually
for many days, was found to consist of episodes of 6 minutes
mean durat%on, making up 10% of the 24-hour day, occurring as
frequently during the day as during the night. By comparison,
in normal cats the average duration of such episodes is 6
minutes, 20 seconds, making up 15% of the 24-hour day, and the
episode frequency is higher during the night than during the
day (probably related to distracting events in the daytime).
The question as to what afferent signals, if any, pre-
cipitate the paradoxical sleep episode has been studied
extensively. Jouvet find_ that the occurrence of such episodes
is unaffected by removal of the cerebellum, mesencephalon,
diencephalon, or hypophysis. The phenomenon also persists
following section of the vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves,
the CI-C7 dorsal roots, or vestibular nerve. Resection of the
stellate ganglia or spinal cord section at Th 1 likewise has
no effect n the paradoxical sleep phenomenon, i
Rossi inquired about some of the physiological effects I
of these operations. Jouvet replied that while no effects
seem to be specific, bilateral vagus section is followed after
a week by respiratoz'y difficulties. This condition may in I
turn lead to a decrease in total paradoxical sleep time.
Further, removal of the hypothalamo-pituitary "island" left
in cats otherwise deprived of all brain rostral to the pons, i
precipitates a rapid decline of the animal's general condition,
due to ionic imbalance. Such dying animals likewise show a i
decrease in total paradoxical sleep time (to 3%) an unspecific
effect, in all likelihooJ, since a single daily injection of
2 units of ACTH and 90 units of pitressin restores the normal 1percentage of paradoxical sleep.
i "
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Body temperature has a remarkable effect upon the para-
doxical sleep cycle. If, in a "pontine" cat, the temperature
is allowed to fall from the normal 39.5 ° C to near 30 ° C, the
duration of each paradoxical sleep episode increases from 6
minutes to approximately 20 minutes; at the same time, however,
the interval between such episodes is widened from 30 minutes
to 80 minutes, resulting in no marked change in total time
spent in paradoxical sleep.
Another factor profoundly affecting paradoxical sleep
appears to be related to mechanisms regulating the water
balance. Pontine animals that were fed a mostly liquid diet
were found to show a decrease in the total paradoxical sleep
• time from i_ per day to 3%. Conversely, intravenous adminis-
tration of hypertonic saline was found to result in increases
to as much as 25% paradoxical sleep time. These effects are
most mark.d in animals in which a hypothalamo-pituitary island
is left, but they are noticeable also in purely "pontine"
cats. The injection of anti-diuretic hormone appeared to have
no effect. Jouvet therefore believes that the phenomenon is
due to a direct effect of blood osmolarity upon the osmolarity
of the brain.
Koella here suggested the alternative possibility that
certain strategically located neurons might respond selectively
to changes in blood osmolarity. This is suggested by the
well-documented susceptibility to hypotonic solutions shown
by the medullary region adjoining the area postrema. (28)
Together with his collaborators, Jouvet has studied
the effects of artificial deprivation of paradoxical sleep
by having cats spend periods of from one to 22 days on a
platform too small for complete relaxation, surrounded by a
moat of water. The sleep records of animals kept under such
conditions show approximately the normal amounts of slow-wave
sleep (42%) during each 24-hour-day period, without intervening
episodes of paradoxical sleep. The paradoxical sleep depri-
vation was found to have profound physiological effects: the
cats gradually developed a tachycardia _60W-80_ above normal),
became photophob_c, showed evidence of increasing muscular
weakness, and had an increased need for food and water. One
cat, deprived for 26 days, died,apparently of exhaustion.
D
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Following the deprivation period, cats recover the lost para-
doxical sleep time in almost exactly half the deprivation
time. This recovery is achieved as follows: On the first day
there is an increase in both length and frequency of para-
doxical sleep episodes. Thereafter, each episode resumes the
normal duration of approximately 6 minutes, but the frequency
of episodes continues to be elevated. The amount of para-
doxical sleep can be as high as 60_ of the total sleep time
during the first 6 hours of recovery, but it has never been
seen to exceed this level, even after 22 days of deprivation.
Jouvet concludes that if paradoxical sleep is indeed the
manifestation of a mechanism subserving the elimination of
some accumulated chemical substance, this elimination is an
inherently periodical phenomenon.
Dr. Schmitt remarked that Jouvet's periodicity charts
suggest a linear relation between the deprivation and the
instalments used to repay the debt. Jouvet agreed with this,
but remarked that somehow, the debt never _eems to be
completely repaid. Even as long as a year after the experi-
ment, a cat subjected to severe paradoxical sleep deprivation
can be easily identified by some enduring change in facial
expression, a certain look of suffering.
Dr. Williams here mentioned his observanions in humans
subjected to complete sleep deprivation of moderate duration
(about 70 hours). Following such deprivation periods, humans
tend to make up for the loss of stage IV (synchronized) sleep
well before the paradoxical sleep debt is repaid. They recover
about 50_ of the stage IV deficit during the first night of
undisturbed sleep, 50_ of the residual during the next night,
and so on in an approximately linear exponential schedule.
The paradoxical sleep recovery shows a different curve: over
a 4-night observation period, paradoxical sleep is most often
slightly subnormal during the first night, and well above
normal quantity in the 3 following nights. In a man i
subjected to extreme sleep deprivations on the other hand,
Dement observed a marked increase in REM sleep time already i
during the first recovery night; this increase was still I
evident 4 days later.
Jouvet next described a pattern of sleep in cats simi-
lar to that described by Dement and Rechtschaffen(1966) as
characteristic of narcoleptic episodes in human patients.
This phenomenon is characterized by a direct transition from
waking to paradoxical sleep, without the normal interposition
of a slow-wave sleep period. Jcuvet has observed this
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phenomenon of "narcoleptic" sleep in several cats recovering
from protracted periods (18 days and over) of paradoxical
sleep deprivation.
In the pontine cat, it is nearly impossible to suppress
paradoxical sleep, even by the method of delivering painful
electric shocks at the onset o_ paradoxical sleep epi:.(.les.
In normal cats, this experimental procedure continued for
3 hours results in increasing frequencies of up to one
paradoxical sleep episode (aborted by the experimental pro-
cedure) per minute.
Total suppression of the paradoxical sleep mechanirm
can be obtained by appropriately localized pontine lesions.
Following such lesions, cats still show a normal alternation
• of waking and slow-wave sleep. After two weeks of this
chronic loss of paradoxica] sleep, a peculiar form of behavior
appears during the slow-wave sleep period, characterized by
massive, well-organized movements sug,jesting fight or escape
behavior, but paradoxically accompanied by the pupillo-
constriction characteristic of sleep. Peculiarly, the EEG
record during such episodes becomes "flat" (low-voltage,
desynchronized) once more, suggesting either wakefulness or
paradoxical sleep. In this state, the cats do not respond
to external stimuli. Although it is difficult to characterize
the condition as sleep, nevertheless the phenomenon consists
of a curious mixture of sleep and vigilance symptoms; Jouvet
is inclined to interpret it as a state of incomplete paradox-
ical sleep, i.e., a paradoxical sleep which lacks the charac-
teristic muscle atonia.
Dr. Evarts at this point remarked that the body mo,,e-
ments occurring in this condition could be interpreted as
evidence of failure of the "uncoupling" mechanism which in
normal sleep prevents the transmission of certain neuronal
discharges in the brain stem to the neuromuscular apparatus.
Jouvet agreed with this view, anA added that the pontine
lesion in his cats may conceivably have destroyed a neural
mechanism normally acting as a trigger for the inhibitory
reticular zone of the medulla oblongata. In a discussion
between Dement and Evarts, the notion was developed that
Jouvet's "hallucinating" cats might show the mirror-image of
cataplexy, the latter being a state of muscle atonia
dissociated from the rest of the sleep mechanism.
Jouvet finally discussed some neuropharmacological
findings pertinent to the paradoxical sleep phenomenon. The
a i a i
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periodic nature of paradoxical sleep suggests that each period
is triggered and driven by the accumulation of some chemical
principle. On the supposition that monoamines could be in-
volved in this mechanism, the effect of reserpine was studied.
In the cat, single systemic injection of 0.5 mg/kilo of respr-
pine (a substance known to depress the CNS levels of noradren-
aline, dopamine and serotonin) was found to result in total
disappearance of paradoxical sleep episodes for a period of
5 days, only with a considerable reduction of slow-wave sleep.
If the reserpine administration is followed by an injection
of DOPA (known to be the precursor of dopamine and noradrena-
line), paradoxical sleep episodes reappear over a period of 2
hours; this recovery can be maintained by repeated injections
of DOPA. In contrast, 5-HTP (5-hydroxytryptaphan) the presumed
precursor of serotonin, does not affect the serotonin-induced
loss of paradoxical sleep; instead it increases tre amount of
slow-wave sle_.p. Given alone, 5-HTP tends to suppress para-
doxical sleep, while increasing slow-wave sleep.
C. Cholinergic and Other Humoral Mechanisms: The Problem of
Chemical Specificity in the Neural Substratum of the
Sleep-Wakefulness Cycle: R. Hern_ndez-Pe6n
Dr. Hern_ndez-Pe6n reviewed his extensive studies of
chemical specificity by the technique of local implantation
of known transmitter substances in the brain stem of the cat.
Hern_ndez-Pe6n's studies were prompted by his finding that
the typical sleep state induced by electrical stimulation of
the preoptic region can be prevented by previous systemic
administzation of atropine. In view of the known anticholi-
nergic properties of atropine, a search was undertaken for
brain loci in which sleep could be induced by the implantation
of minute quantities of _cetylcholine. It was found that with- %
in three m_nutes of deposition of an acetylcholi_e crystal in
the preoptic region by means of a micropipette, cats begin to
show behavioral and EEG evidence of drowsiness which rapidly
progresses to full-fledged slow-wave sleep alternating with
periods of paradoxical (RF_) sleep. By systematic further {
exploration with this technique, Hernandez-Pe6n and his
collaborators have been able to outline an exten=ive meso-
dlencephalic brain stem region,a point of which, by implantation
of acetylcholine can be made t_e "trigger point" of sleep.
The L_9_, _ question corresponds in remarkable detail
to a neural contan,_um outlined earlier by the study of neural
connections. It extends caudally from the preoptic region
i "
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throughout the lateral hypothalamic region and beyond it over
a paramedian zone of the midbrain tegmentum (the "limbic mid-
brain area," Nauta, 1958); its caudal border appears to lie
at the rostral pontine level. Hern_ndez-Pe6n interprets this
continuum as the hub of the central sleep-inducing mechanism:
the hypnoqenic brain stem reqion. It is interesting that
minute quantities of at;opine deposited at any point along
this central hypnogenic continuum elicit a state of alertness.
Moreover, following atropine deposition at caudal levels of
the region, acetylcholine is no longer effective as a sleep-
inducing agent when implanted at more rostral levels,
although its effectiveness at points caudal to the atropinized
level is unimpaired. Acetylcholine is likewise ineffective
at points rostral to a surgical lesion in the hypnogenic
region. These _indings suggest that the central hypnogenic
mechanism involves impulse transmissions predominately in the
i caudal direction, i.e., from the preoptic region to the mid-
brain.
Extending their experiments to other brain regions,
Hern_ndez-Pe6n and his collaborators succeeded in inducing
sleep also by implanting acetylcholine crystals at several
points in the cerebral hemisphere, specifically the piriform
cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the rostral part of the
cingulate gyrus, structures known to have either direct or
oligc inaptic connections with the preoptic region. .{owever,
from _her hemispheric structures likewise connected directly
to the preoptic area (septal region, amygdala), no sleep could
be elicited. Further hypnog_nic points were found in the mid- |
line region of the thalamus, bat negative results were ob-
tained from specific thalamic relay nuclei such a_ the ventro-
basal complex.
Finally, hypnogenic points were discovered far caudal
to the central hypnogenic brain stem region, namely in the
zona intermedia &f the grey matter of the spinal cord at
segmental levels C7 and Th I.
The topographical specificity of the hypnogenic brain
and spinal cord regions is remarkable. For example.
acetylcholine implantation at hypothalamic sites not more
than 2 mm. dorsal to the hypnogenic lateral hypothalamic
region elicits a state of angry excitation. Further caudally,
i in the midbrain, it induces states of restless vigilance when
implanted in the reticular formation just lateral to the
hypnogenic "limbic midbrain area"; in the dorsal and ventral
j horns of the spinal grey matter it is without apparent effect,
J
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although it induces sleep when implanted in the closely
neighboring zona intermedia.
On the basis of all these findings, Hern_ndez-Pe6n
postulates the existence of a hypnogenic neural mechanism in-
voking all levels of the central nervous system from the
spinal cord to the cortex (Fig. I0). This mechanism can be
thought to consist of two main components: i) an ascending
component originating in the spinal cord and extending
rostrally through the medulla oblongata and pons, and, 2) a
descending component conveying upon the preoptic region from
the piriform, orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate regions of
the cortex. The preoptic region, in turn, can be interpreted
as the rostral pole of a central hypnogenic brain stem region
that extends caudally to rostral pontine levels, where it
presumably is joined bv the ascending hypnog_nic pathway.
The central hypnogenic brain stem region is known to have
numerous anatomical connections with the midbrain reticular
formation which flanks it laterally, and its hypnogenic
characteristics could conceivably he the expression of inhibi-
tory effects transmitted by such connections to the vigilance
mechanisms in the midbrain reticular formation.
In an attempt to verify the specificity of acetylcholine
as a central hypnogenic agent, a variety of other neurotropic
drugs (GABA, nialamide, barbiturates) were tested. None of
these pharmaca were found to have central hypnogenic effects.
Aluhough this finding appeared to demonstrate a certain
uniqueness in the acetylcholine effects, the suggestion that
the hypnogenic regions outlined by Hern_ndez-Pe6n are charac-
terized by cholinergic modes of transmission nevertheless
requires further substantiation. In this connection,
Hern_ndez-Pe6n reported that eserine, an _nticholinesterase
drug, was found to have hypnogenic properties comparable to •
those of acetylcholine; conversely, implantation of the _
acetylcholine-blocking agent atropine in the central hypnogenic _ ....
region invariably causes awakening and alertness. This _:_/_evidence indeed appears to favor the notion of a predominantly _ _
cholinergic organization of the central hypnogenic r,.echanism.
In more recent experiments, Hern_ndez-Pe6n has found
that adrenaline and noradrenaline have an alerting effect
when implanted locally in the preoptic region, ventromedial
hypothalamus, or midbrain reticular formation. Th_ae same
suL_tances produce a state of agitated arousal when ueposited
locally within the central grey substance; but acetylchuline
deposited at that site likewise causes arousal and a state
i
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of undirected anger, contrasting with the well-directed rage
behavior which it elicits upon implantation in the septal
region. In Hern_ndez-Pe6n's experiments, no sleep was found
to result from adrenaline or noradrenaline implantation any-
where in the CNS.
The difference in the effects obtained by central im-
plantation of acetylcholine on the one hand, adrenaline and
noradrenaline on the other, can be summarized as follows:
Sleep can be induced only with acetylcholine, and only from a
somewhat circumscript neural continuum (the "hypnotropic
region") extending from the cerebral hemisphere into the
spinal cord; in several other locations (mesencephalic reticu-
lar forma%ion, MRF) acetylcholine elicits a state of restless-
ness or even angry excitation. Noradrenaline causes alertness
when applied to some loci within the hypnotropic region as
well as in the MRF; adrenaline elicits this effect only when
impianted in the zona intermedia of th( spinal cord and is
without apparent effect throughout the brain stem and cerebral
hemisphere. Hern_ndez-Pe6n has introduced the term "chemical
dissection" to describe this differential activation of
mutually antagonistic subsets in the overall sleep-wakefulness
mechanism. In this context, Nauta asked if even the "hypno-
tropic region" outlined by Hern_ndez-Pe6n might not be inter-
preted as a mosaic of hypnotropic and vigilance neurons that
can be dissected only functionally by virtue of different
chemical specificity of component parts. Hern_ndez-P_6n
replied that, although he agreed there may be a wide spatial
overlap between sleep and vigilance systems, there are never-
theless locations where each of these appears to be represented
singly, such as the central grey midbrain substance and the
" dgrsal hypothalamic region.
D. Central EEG Synchronizin q Effect of Serotonin: W. Po Koella
Dr. Koella described his experiments which supplemented
Dr. Kety's report on central biogenic amines. While Kety .... _ s_
stressed the importance of the catechol-type amines for the ___ --
waking state, Koella's data suggested the role of serotonin _;_
(5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine) for sleep, particularly slow-wave
sleep.
In cats anesthetized with Dial and Urethane, flaxedi-
lized and sedated with i/i0 surgical dose of Dial and Urethane
or merely _laxedilized, intracarotid injection of serotonin
(0.2 to 5.0 _g/kg body weight) induced an initial arousal
pattern replaced after 30 to 150 seconds by a protracted phase
of hypersynchrony which lasted often a_ long as 30 minutes.
m
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Figure ii. Effect upon recruiting responses of topical appli-
cation of serotonin to area postrema. Cat immobilized by
Flaxedil, artificially respirated and slightly sedated with
I/i0 anesthetic dose of Dial. At _ cotton pellet soaked in
serotonin (i mcg/cc, total dose about 3 x 10-8g) and applied
to area postrema. At _ pellet removed. Between dashed arrows
area is washed with Tyrode solution. Note marked increase of
recruiting responses and appearance of slow waves in inter-
stimulus interval. Calibration: I sec, 3 _V. Stimulation in
lateral-central thalamus with 1-second trains of pulses at I0
pulses pe/ second Recording from suprasylvian gyrus.
[Koella ]
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Recruiting responses produced by medial thalamic stimulation
showed a similar biphasic reaction to serotonin characterized
by initial depression followed by often marked and long-lasting
enhancement. These EEG changes were accompanied by initial
widening then narrowing of the pupils. After transection of
: the brain stem at the midpontine level, serotonin produced
only signs of arousal in the rEG. Intravertebral injections
of 5-HT and injections of 5-HT into the fourth ventricle in-
duced only hypersynchronizing effects. (See Fig. ii.) After
cauterization of the area postrema or after application of
5-HTblocking agents to the posterior fourth ventricle, the
hypersynchronizing effects of intracarotid or intravertebral
5-HT were reduced or altogether eliminated.
Koella concluded that serotonin produces the EEG and
ocular signs of synchronized sleep by an action exerted on
receptor sites in the area postrema, from which nervous sig-
nals travel to the nucleus of the solitary tract and then to
more rostrally situated hypnogenic areas.
.2 _
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IV. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENOLOGY OF NORMAL SLEEP
A. Subjective Experience Durinq Sleep: Dreaminq: W. C. Dement
The nature of dreaming, a frequent topic of speculation,
has in recent years, been increasingly the subject of experi-
mental studies. Dr. Dement reviewed the relation of dreaming
to rapid eye movement (REM, paradoxical) sleep, and discussed
what is known of the sources of the structure and content of
the dream experience.
There is now a considerable body of evidence that de-
monstrates that the dreaming experience in human subjects
occurs primarily during episodes of rapid eye movement
sleep. The basic fact underlyin the dreaming-rapid eye
movement identity is that sleepers ho are awakened during
REM sleep are able to recall dream experiences in a very
high percentage of instances compared with controls. (Dement
i 1964, 1965) In early studies very little dream recall was
observed following sleep periods without rapid eye movements.
However, as a result of work done by Rechtschaffen and others,
it now seems clear that certain types of dreams occur during
ordinary sleep.(29,30,31, 32) In general, it is believed that
the character of dreaming during slow-wave sleep is different
from that occurring in REM sleep. Dreaming in the former is
abstract and conceptual whereas dreaming during REM sleep has
the well-known qualities of concreteness associated with vivid
perceptual experience. It is now known that, in the human,
the first non-REM period of sleep is the time when sleep- tli_
talking, sleepwalking, payor nocturnis, and even enuresis is
likely to occur. When a child suddenly sits bolt upright in
bed with a terminal stage IV EEG (slow-wave) hardly dissipating
itself, _is eyes dilated in terror, it is difficult to deny
that some mental event is going on. No one has yet identified
a clear physiological indicator of mentation during slow-wave
sleep and yet most investigators believe that such an indica-
tor would be needed for systematic investigation of the
phenomenon. Some disagreements over the presence of dreaming
in sleep other than during the paradoxical phase arise because
of special definitions of dreaming. If dreaming is defined
to exclude subjective experience and mentation lacking vivid
complex sensory imagery, then, of course, it is possible to
say that nearly all dreaming is associated with rapid eye
movements. It is obviously important to distinguish disagree-
ments over semantic conventions and those over observable
phenomena.
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Dement cited further evidence for the relation between
dreaming and REM sleep based on their respective durations.
For fairly short intervals, and in subjects with good dream
recall, this relationship _s significant and has been confirmed
many times. (Dement and Kleitman (1957); Dement and Wolpert
(1958)) This phenomenon implies that the dream is an ongoing
phenomenon, lengthening itself as time passes in rapid eye
movement sleep. Although some people have speculated that
dreams may be complex experiences crammed into very short
intervals of actual sleeping time, experimental studies show
that when a dream is correlated with known events, the rate
at which the subjective experience occurs is slower than
during a waking period. It is true that on occasion a long
time seems to pass in a dream which we know can only occupy
a few minutes, but this seems to be based on telescoping and T
other devices.
Evidence was also presented relating eye movements to
the specific content of dreams. One example reported by
Dement illustrates this phenomenon. During a sleep study a
subject's eyes began to move regularly from right to left;
this was, of course, ,_corded in the tracings made by shifts
in eye muscle potentials caused by the eye movements. When
the subject was awakened during this phenomenon, he reported
that he was in the middle of a dream in which he was watching
two mysterious idol-like creatures converse. First one would
speak and then the other, and the dreamer felt compelled to
pay close attention.
Many eye movements are associated in this way with very
active subjective experience. (Dement and Kleitman (1957);
Dement and Wolpert (1958); Roffwarg, Dement, et al. (1962);
Berger and Oswald (1962)). Such observed phenomena have
led to the development of a scanning hypothesis that is _ q_.
still highly controversial. According to the scanning hypo- ._.._
thesis, the oculomotor apparatus behaves during dreams as if i :::" "*
it were receiving information (sensory input or neuronal __:_
barrage) effectively identical with that which elicits the I ___!_:*_same responses in the waking state. In support of the hypo-
t_,esis are many episodes like the one cited above. Since the *
hypothesis has many interesting implications and raises serious
questions about the origins of the signals triggering such eye
movements, it is worthwhile to discuss the controversy in some
detail. One difficulty with the hypothesis i8 the fact that
the intervals between recognizable indicators of "events"
(from the eye movements} are slightly longer than we would
expect them to be in waking life. This problem disappears if
I
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we can assume that the subjective experience during dreams is
a little slower than waking experience. Jeannerod and
Mouret(33) in Jouvet's laboratory have studied the rates of
human eye movements, and have shown that eye movements during
sleep are slower than those observed during the waking state.
It is possible that the rate of ._ovement differs when the
eyelids are open from when they are shut.
In the waking state the eyes show a characteristic type E_*
of movement with alternating fast and slow components when the
subject is following a moving object visually. Identification
of pursuit movements of this type during paradoxical sleep
should support the scannin_ hypothesis. Roffwarg and Dement
(unpublished) attempted to predict the presence of the slow
component from dream content; their studies, although partly
successful were not conclusive. Experimental studies of pur-
suit _ye movements in hypnotic hallucinations have given con-
' flicting results: Dement and Goldberg (unpublished) did not
find them, but Deckert (34) and Brady and Levitt (35} £eport
success. If pursuit movements are present in hypnotic hallu-
cinations, then it is likely for them to occur during dreaming.
This issue remains unresolved at the present time.
i There are a number of arguments against the scanning
i hypothesis. Rapid eye movements of a kind virtually indis-
i tinguishable from those occurring in adults are seen in new-
born _nfants, who presumably do not dream. (Roffwarq, Muzio,
and Dement (1966)) Studies so far reported on congenitally
blind subjects present conflicting results. Berger, Ollev
and Oswald (1962) in one stud_ and Offenkranz and Wolpert _36)
in anothe_ found that, although paradoxical sleep was present _'_
by EEG criteria, there were no rapid eye movements. The _,*
latter authors awakened their subjec:s and found no visual
dreams. On the other hand, Amadeo and Gomez(37) found rapid
eye movements in the sleep records of seven out of eight
congenitally blind subjects, most of whom could not voluntarily
move their eyeq in the waking state. Jouvet (1962} has found
rapid eye movements occuring during sleep in functionally de-
corticated and d_cerebrate human beings, who presumably do
not dream.
Jeannerod and Mouret( TM and their colleagueslin
studies of the types of eye movements occurring duxing sleep,
have shown that there is a constant ratio of approximately
50z50 between bursts of movements -- five or more in a
sequence -- and single movements. This finding _oes not
support a scanning hypothesis and thls observation has been
!
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made both for the cat and the human. (38) It is important,
however, to note that eye movements in the cat are quite dif-
ferent from those in the human, &nd it is quite likely we
should not make inferences across species. Berlucchi and his
colleagues (39) presented _ movie at the Lyon symposium of 1963
showing rapid and nystagmoid movements in the cat that most
participants felt could not be based on scanning. Some of
these same participants however, now feel that the hypothesis
might ap_ly more plausJ.bly to primates and humans than to cats.
Human eye movements in sleep are particularly difficult to
differentiate from scanv_.ng movements. Kechtschaffen (unpub-
lished), who has made direct observations on sleeping human i
subjects whose eyes were taped open, has stated th_,.i:the sub- !
Sects bore an uncanny resemblance to awake subjects, i
J
If rapid eye movements in the waking state and in para-
doxical sleep can be shown to have different physiological de-
terminants, then this evidence strongly contradicts the scan-
ning hypothesis. A number of investigators have demonstrated
that in the human subject, rapid eye movements are often pre-
ceded by what have been called "saw-tooth waves ". These may
represent some pattern of events in the nervous system, neces-
sary for the eye movements, and yet quite different fzom the
determinants of eye movement during waking periods. In the
cat, rapid eye movements are clearly related in time to spike-
like electrical activity believed to oriqinate in the pens.
Jouvet has concluded that rapid eye movements in sleep may
have very little in common with superficially similar movements
in the waking state.
With selective deprivation of rapid eye movement sleep
in cats, there is a marked increase in the frequency of eye
movements. Similar deprivation in humans should increase the
amount of dreaming or change the character of the dream. There
is little clinical evidence of thl8 type, and if eye movements _ -
are blocked by barbiturates in doses tKat do not stop pare ....
doxical sleep itself dream recall from subjects does not seem _ :_...
to differ from normal dreaming. __
It is not possible at the present time to decide the
fate of the scanning hypothesis. It may be that drelalng oC-
cuF-as only part of the time of paradoxical s). _sp, and that,
therefore, on_y some of the eye mov_nt8 seen are related tc
a hallucinatory dream phepomenon. P_rhap8 _e nervous syst_n
is operating quite differently during 'waking .as compared to
sleeping. Thus, although the eye movmnont8 n_? have sm_ re-
lation _o subjective experience, the patte=ns of organisation
of the motor phenomena nay differ in rat_ and other character-
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istics. It is even possible that the subjective features of
the dream are determined by the eye movements rather than the
conver se.
Other effector mechanisms than eye movements m :y, of
course, be active during dreaming. Husc::lar twitches occur
frequently in the behavior pattern of the cat during para-
doxical sleep. This led Dement to suggest at one time that
during dreaming, motor output appropriate '_o the hallucinated
motor activity in the dream occurs, but th.lt this activity
does not get through to the periphery. MaYchiafava and
Pompe_ano_40) have shown that destruction of the sensory motor
cortex or even the pyramids does not abelish the muscular
twitches. Furthermore, .movement, muscular contraction in
response to stimulation of the motor cortex or the pyramidal
tract, is virtually abolished during paradoxical sleep. In
contrast, Hades and Suzuki (41) have shown the motor cortex
to be more excitable during this period. These physiological
studies suggest that the twitches may represent something
quite different from abortive I_tor activity accompanying
dreaming. Dement, however, still wonders whether, in the
normal cat, some of the movements dur4__.g sleep are not asso-
ciated with organized patterns of motor activity. He showed
a slow-motion movie of a sleeping cat in which the movements
appeared to be relatively coorrlinated and were reminiscent of
leaps. In sleeping h_ans there are smiles, frowns, and other
facial expressions. In women, pelvic uhrusts occur, perhaps
related to sexual dreams, while penile erections are common
in males. Furthermore, detumescence has been reported by
Fisher, _ross, and Zuch(42} as accompanying anxiety in dreams.
Baust and his c°11eague'_ ]' and Dawson et a1"(44' have "h°wn D:_that middle-ear muscles are a_.tlve duri g he period of __apid
eye movements. A number of investigators ha'Te reported heart-
rate, respirat._ry, and blcod-pressure changes during parado_:-
ical sleep. (45} Some have associated lability of heart ratrJ
and apneic pauses with specific dream content. But it has
proved difficult to correlate these wlth emotions reported in
dreams. _'
It is not certain whether the _5or pattezn occurring ,
during paradoxical slae_ is associated with subjective exper-
iences of dreaming. Dement, however, has sta_ed that dream
content is not necessarily dependent on peripheral event _; _he
blind, the deaf, and amputees all have dreams i,volving ex-
periences they cannot have had in the waking st=te. Money (46}
has shown that paraplegics still expeE£ence dream orgasms
although they are incapable of erection or eJs._ulation under
control from higher centers. They can have similar vivid
iiiatom fill.|sll ii is i
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sexual sensations during waking daydreams equally _ndependent
of eve._ts in the peripheral nervous system. A long serieB of _.
studles does show, however, that sensory input, while not nec-
essary for dreaming, can influence it, and _ suppression "_ i
sensory activity is no longer believed to occur. There are
now many studies of evoked responses recorded at the cortex
during paradoxical sleep which apparently represent signals
arriving over sensory pathways. These are difficult to i_;_ter-
pret at the present time, and it is particularly difficult to
say how closely the total pattern of afferent activity during
different stages of _.leep resembles that in the waking state•
Dement emphasized that although external stimuli during
th_ REM period play some -_.1.ein determining dream content,
the most important factor is the character and contemt of the
ideation preceding tb ^ REM period. It is possible to influence
dream content by hypnotic suggestion, and Verdon,.. and
Rechtschaffen(29) have sh_:m that the nearer the dream is to the
initial bedtime, the more likely it is to be influenced by i
the previous day's experience.
Very little is known cf the optimal conditions necessary
for recall of dreams. It is possible that dreaming occurc in
almost the entire period of paradoxical sleep even _n people --
who never report dreams, but there is a defect in recall as-
sociated with sleeping. Rechtschaffen (u,_published} has sug-
gested that this is possibly due to a failure to consolidate
the memories of the 8ubjectivf _.ez.periezAces of dreuming, an-
alogous to the memory defect in the patients with bilateral
hippocampal lesions of Milner. (47) Brown and Shryne (48) have
shown that during slow-wave sleep the hippocampu8 seems to be
isolated, judging by evoked potential recordings. Their re-
sults may support Rechtschaffen's hypothesis.
B. ExDerhlental St_¢ie8 of Responsiveness durinu Dif_f_._rent
Types ?f Sleep: _. L. Williams. I. oew_ld, v. kowl_nd
The physinlogical studies of moth orthodox and papa- i
doxical sleep al_:s_dy discussed suggest that the patterns of
organization of nervous syst_1 activity aze very different
from those in the waking brain. It would be very interesting
to know how the brain changes in _ts ,.-apacity to process An-
formation in these various stages. One methodological prob-
lem, however, is that this capacity may differ not only with
the stage of sleep, but may vary depending on the nature of
the input, the tlq_e of, t9sk posed for the subject, and the
response 8yt_tem used as an indicator. Dr. Vii"Jams, who has
worked exte_,_ively on this problem, discu.o_ed _evsral aspects
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of responsiveness during sleep.
He began by reviewing what is known of the activity of
the autonomic nervous system during the different stages of
sleep. Autonomic physiologists customarily measure a number
of variables that reflect the state of activity of the retic-
ular formation, the hypothalamus, and those mechanisms that
play upon them. Thc_e measures include heart rate, blood
pressure, and respiratory rate, and their variability, as well
as peripheral vascular constriction, and changes in skin po-
tential and the capacity of the skin to conduct a small elec-
tric current (often used as an indirect measure of sweat gland
activity}. Most of these mechanisms are _nder the influence
of both the parasympathetic and the sympathetic nervous sys-
tems. In the waking state, a high degree of arousal usually
leads to increased heart rate, blood pressure, and respira-
tory rate, as well as increased skin conductance. Superimposed
on this baseline is a set of spontaneous changes (occurring
without specific external stimuli} sometimes interpreted as
evidence of intermittent mentation with affective overtones.
Of course, when events in the environment impinge on the sub-
ject, there are still other changes whose latency relationship
to the afferent input can be interpreted as reactive. Although
there are marked individual differences in the reactivity of
different measures, on the whole, in the waking state these
measures change together. Williams emphasized that these
measures are useful for the study of reactivity in the dif-
ferent sleep states, although they are probably also related
to the time of night and the phase in the circadian cycle.
We would expect the baseline measures to be lower dur-
ing sleep, with less spontaneous activity, and less reactivity
to environmental input. Experimental studies, however, do not
support this expectation for every measure and, in fact, re-
veal a dissociation of the different measures. In deep sleep,
associated with slow waves in the EEG, the heart rate, respir-
atory rate, and blood pressure are relatively low, and the
peripheral vascular system is dilated, as would be expected.
However, _he number of spontaneous electrodermal responses is
at a m-_ximum. This is difficult if not impossible to explain
by the usual argument that these changes reflect subjective
mentation and/or anxiety. In paradoxical sleep, the baseline
cardiovascular measures are higher than in orthodox sleep, as
would be expected, and each burst of rapid eye movement is ac-
companied by constriction of the peripheral vascular system
and by slight increases in breathing rate. However, the spon-
taneous activity of the skin practically disappears during
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sleep. This interesting dissociation requiresparadoxical
further study and probably a revision of our interpretation
of autonomic measures as indices of arousal even in the waking
state.
!
An additional example of dissociation was given by
Oswald,who has investigated two young men who bang their heads
against their beds repeatedly during sleep. This behavior has
been reported to occur main±y in orthodox sleep, but Oswald
finds it can also occu£ during the paradoxical phase. Their
heart rate failed to increase with head-banginq and rocking
during sleep, presumably in the paradoxical period, although
ordinary non-rhythmic major movement interrupting sleep would
always produce a marked rise. This suggests the existence of
some type of "decoupling" of visceral control by the brain.
This phenomenon also needs further study.
Williams described an experiment carried out by him,
Dement and others (Williams, ±964) in which sleeping subjects
were tested at different stages of sleep to see Whether they
could or would respond to an auditory signal by pres._ing a
microswitch taped to the hand. The auditory signal varied in
loudness from waking threshold in five-decibel steps. The
louder the signal the greater was the Percentage of signals
to which a response was made. In stage II and stage III sleep,
the increase in responsiveness with an increase in loudness
of the signal was marked, although there were never responses
to more than 30 percent of the signals. The responsive-
ness during both slow-wave, stage IV sleep and paradoxical
sleep was less than for lighter sleep, as would be expected,
and the increase in the percentage of responses, made with in-
creasing loudness of the signal, created a much less steep
slope. With this type of test, subjects respond just as in- _
frequently in paradoxical sleep as in deep sleep for all levels
of loudness of the signal. This finding corresponds to the _
observations of many investigators demonstrating that respon- _ _;_ _
siveness of cats during paradoxical sleep is even less than I ;_
during deep orthodox sleep.
Williams, however, pointed out that this unresponsive-
ness during paradoxical sleep is very dependent on the type
of test situation. He described another study in which a tone
was presented every 2 or 3 minutes to a sleeping subject
who, when awake, had been told that he should press a switch
when the tone was heard. (Williams, 1966} There were no im-
mediate consequences if the subject did not respond. Under
, , , i i i ii,llll,i _
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these conditions the subjects responded about 80 percent
of the time in very light sleep (stage I), and responded in-
creasingly less as sleep became deeper. As in the previously
reported experiment, the response rate during paradoxical
sleep was just as poor as during deep sleep. However, if the
experiment was changed so that there were dramatic consequences
if the subject did not respond to the signal within 4 sec-
onds (i.e., being awakened by a fire alarm, flashing lights,
: and electric shocks applied to the leg)# the response rate to
the same signal during paradoxical sleep was much higher, al-
most as high as during very light sleep. Responsiveness during
deep sleep remained as poor as it ; to the unconditional
signal. Dement, among others, as.. whether subjects tended
to wake up slightly under these conditions. Williams pointed
out that the definition of awakening is ambiguous, and that
he cannot in any case be sure that there was no awakening. He
did show that although some signs in the EEG suggested arousal,
there was no evidence of alpha rhythnt (characteristic of the
waking EEG)in 70% of the trials; this suggests the subjects
did not actually awaken.
_ Similar findings were obtained when subjects were asked
i to respond differentially to two signals, i.e., to discrimin-
. ate between two tones, presented in random order, that dif-
fered in frequency but not loudness. One of the signals was
neutral, while the other signal was negatively reinforced,that is, was followed by shocks or other noxious stimuli if
I no response was Very responses were
made. few made to the"
I neutral stimulus during any stage of sleep| however, the re- _'_
inforced stimulus produced a high percentage of responses in
light sleep, very few in deep orthodox sleep, and a good per-
centage during paradoxical sleep.
If the discrimination task is made more difficult, sub-
jects again may show a failure to respond during paradoxical R_
sleep. This may be because the discrimination of complex in-
puts cannot occur during paradoxical sleep, or it may be due
to special features of the experiments. In one such complex
discrimination study, the subject was supposed to discrimin-
ate between patterns of tones differing in pitch, presented
in pairs sequentially in time. The failure to discriminate
the differences between different sequences during paradoxi-
cal sleep may have been due to a failure to remember which
tone came first. I!|!i_._i
Oswald added to this discussion of cognitive process-
es during sleep by presenting briefly a study in which he
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exposed sleeping subjects to tape recordings of names, some
spoken in the usual way and others "played backwards." He
showed that subjects respond to forward names and not backward
names. He used as a measure of response the presence of K-
complexes in the rEG. (These long-lasting high-voltage biphasic I
waves, appear following stimulation of any sense modality.)
(See page 14.)
!
Kleitman pointed out tha., in some sense, paradoxical
sleep in humans can be considered either light or deep depend-
ing on the nature of the task. If the subject is not concerned i
with the relevance of signals, he simply does not respond to 1
them in paradoxical sleep. The difficulty lies in the concept i
of "relevance." It is very difficult to make clear in biolog- i
ical terms what makes some stimuli "relevant" and others not.
It should be stressed that although humans respond only i
to "relevant" stimuli during paradoxical sleep, this does not i
seem to be true for cats or, probably, for other animals.
Clemente,(49) who has don_ careful studies of instrumental con-
ditioning and discrimination in the cat, failed to demonstrate
increased responsiveness occurring during paradoxical sleep.
Possibly paradoxical sleep in cats differs in some respects
from that in humans, with a much greater degree of decoupling
of the nervous system from the environment; or DerhaDs in
animals with simpler cognitive mechanisms it is relatively
easier to interf_.._ with discrimination mechanisms and render
them inoperative.
i_ The distinction made in this summary between physiolog-
_ ical and psychological studies of sleep is inapplicable when
beth types of study are carried out simultaneously. We h_ve
referred to investigations as "psychological" when the pri-
mary emphasis has been either on subjective experience or on
i an input-output analysis of behavior. It is obvious that atthe present time many workers are beginning studies that com- _
bine relatively complex investigations at the psychological _/_lev l with simultaneous record ng f physiological events. _ _)
i Rowland reported on his studies of differential EEG
arousal to conditioned auditory stimuli. A cat (prepared with
! chronically implanted electrodes to permAt simultaneous EEG
recording from multiple sites) was trained to associate one
; auditory cue with a subsequent shock and another cue with no
such consistent effect. The influence of these two stimuli
was compared in both waking and sleeping, using both EEG and
behavioral criteria, giving the following results8 A sleeping
iiiiiii iiii i iiiiiiiiiii]111ii iii iiiiiiiiiiii ii i i i i i i i i i i i
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animal, very early in training, shows both EEG and behavioral
arousal to both signals, presumably because both signals are
novel, and one is not uniquely associated with the shock.
Later in training (when we assume conditioning has occurred),
the animal shows minimal behavioral or EEG arousal to the
neutral stimulus, but shows both to the shock-associated sig-
nal. Still later in training, the EEG may show arousal to the
%
onset of the signal that is followed by shock, although the
animal appears to remain asleep. These results demonstrate
the dissociationbetween behavioral and EEG arousal and sug-
gest that discrimination with behavioral consequences can occur
without obvious simultaneous effects on behavior.
If the duration of the alerting signal associated with
shock is prolonged up to 2 minutes, before the shock is ac-
tually delivered, a number of interesting phenomena are demon-
strable. First, the EEG arousal, when it does occur, does not
take place in all regions of the brain simultaneously. This
is in agreement with the views already stated by Hess. Fur-
thermore, some areas show some desynchronization with the on-
set of the signal but return to synchronization between alert-
ing and a later arousal, occurring after one minute of signal
associated with the increasing imminence of the shock. The
anterior lateral gyrus, for instance, considered an associa-
tion area, shows this phenomenon conspicuously, whereas the
reticular formation and specific sensory areas do not show it
so markedly. This phenomenon is influenced by shock intensity,
with higher shock levels tending to eliminate the intervening
synchrony.
Because it had been noted that neutral or control tones
tended to intensify the EEG evidence of sleep, studies were
carried out with a so-called safety signal. A continuous aud-
itory signal was invariably followed by shock 2 minutes after
its onset. But in some trials, an additional auditory signal
(superimposed on the first during the desynchronization re-
sponse of the second minute) indicated that shock woul_t
follow, despite the continuation of the usual alerting signal.
, This "safety" signal produced a continuation of, or a return
to sleep, by EEG criteria, suggesting that even in light sleep,
presumably not paradoxical, the cat can discriminate such
safety signals in association with transient EEG arousal, and
behave differentially to them by arousing further or by return-
ing to sleep depending on the presence or absence of shock re-
inforcement.
Rowland believes that satiation produced by ample feed-
ing after food deprivation produces states analogous to sleep,
• |
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in that the differing effects of arousing signals on the on-
going EEG pattern in satiation and non-satiation resemble
those in sleep (or drowsiness) and waking. He associates syn-
chrony in the EEG with drive reduction whether in sleep or in
satiation. Buchwald et al. (50) have shown synchrony during
consummation response in the cat; this has been repeatedly ob-
served in Rowland's laboratory. This position may be related
to Pavlov's controversial view that sleep is due to irradiated
inhibition; but in any case, the phenomenon of increased syn-
chrony of the EEG in sleep and in satiated states needs ex-
planation. Rowland and Evarts discussed different interpreta-
tions of the relationship between unit cell spikes and EEG
synchrony. Some workers believe that the evoked response, oc-
curring in the EEG is, in some sense, a histogram of unit dis-
charges. (51) Evarts pointed out that this relationship cannot
hold for all unit cells since some have activity patterns very
different from others, and some are certainly behaving in a
way that appears to be independent of the synchronization seen
in the rEG. Rowland suggested that some cells are "indepen-
dents" whose firing pattern can nonetheless be brought into
synchrony or into an arousal pattern under the influence of
hypnogenic or arousal factors, respectively.
Williams made another important _bservation. In recent
years a great deal of interest has been focused on the capa-
city of the nervous system to respond during paradoxical sleep.
It seems clear that in humans, whether stimuli are relevant or
not, there is much reduced responsiveness during very deep
sleep. It is still of interest, however, to know whether there
is any responsiveness at all during this type of sleep. If
the response is not recorded by a switch but by changes in the
electrical activity in the thumb muscles, a response to an aud-
itory signal presented to humans can still be noted. Thus,
the influence of the environment does not disappAar in the
deepest sleep_ the failure to obtain overt behavioral responses _ _'_
under these conditions may be due to an attenuation of the
_esponse so that it is not observable rather, than to the ab- _ _i"
sence of the response in nervous system effector pathways. _
Physiological studies of the electrical activity of the nervous
system in sleep show complex shifts in the pattern of neuronal
activity. We need to know how these shifts influence pBdcho-
_ logical pr_ _esses, although detailed correlations of this kind
must wait for more information on the patterns of physiologi-
cal activity in the nervous system.
C. Effects of Normal Sleep o n Mem0_yz K. _. Dallenba_h
In the early studies of memory using nonsense syllables,
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frequent use was made of the retention curve. This was a plot
of the percent of nonsense syllables retained on retesting
after various intervals had intervened following the original
learning. This curve, of course, demonstrated a loss of re-
tention with the passage of time, but also frequently contained
hints that the slope of loss differed depending on whether the
intervening time was spent sleeping or waking.
Dallenbach presented his classic work on the effect of
sleep on retention, first published in 1924. Two student sub-
jects memorized lists of ten nonsense syllables to the point
of one correct recitation and were later asked to reproduce
the list. The intervals between learning and retention wert
spent either in sleep or in waking activities. The retention
scores were higher after sleep than after equal intervals of
activity, and they were as high after 8 hours as after 2,
provided the time was spent in sleep. Dallenbach drew
the following conclusion: "The results of our study as a whole
indicate that 5orgetting is not so much a matter of the decay
of old impresslons and associations as it is of the interfer-
ence, inhibition, or obliteration of the old by the new." This
study has been repeated many times and has provided the basis
for studies testing the decay and interference hypothesis.
This phenomenon is generally accepted at the present, but we
still do not understand the effect of new learning on recently
learned material at the physiological level.
!
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V. _ PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOMENOLOGY OF ABNORMAL
STATES OF SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS
A. States Produced by Ma_ipulatinq Environmental
Factors: H- L. Williams
A human subject, prevented from falling asleep by
arousal at any sign of drowsy behavior, does not show a con-
tinuous decline in performance; rather, he has brief intermit-
tent periods of poor performance surrounded by performance gen-
erally as good as baseline levels. Dr. Williams described the
clinical picture of individuals after prolonged total sleep
deprivation and, in addition, summarized his experimental
studies designed to clarify the nature of the psychological
deficit thus produced.
Intermittent lapses in performance after sleep depri-
vation have been noted by many observers. They were studied
by Klei_man, and earlier by Bills, (52) who called them
"bl_c_, '_while Liberson (5_) called them "_Licrosleeps." A
sleep-deprived subject An a simple continuous performance task
such as a vigilanc_ experiment, shows brief interruptions of
performance lasting a second or two. Very similar lapses in
performance are also s_en in chlorpromazine intoxication, in
states of oxygen deprivation, under high nitrogen pressure, and
in a number of other adverse environmental situations. At the
present time there is no reason to believe that these phenomena
all share a common physiological basis. These lapses, which
occur after sleep dr_privation, appear to be changes in the di-
rection of light sleep. During such lapses, the subject's
eyes develop a characteristic unfocused stare, his head drops
forward, and his neck muscles relax. If he is brought sharply
to arousal from one of these states in the early hours of sleep
deprivation, he reports transient visual experiences. Later _
on, as the lapses increase in frequency, duration, and perhaps _
in depth, he is more likely to report more dream-like experi- ._.
ences. After the first night of sleep-loss, his eyes itch, _. _
and he complains of blurred vision and diplopia. After 48 _
hours of sleep .oss he may report visual illuslons, for
example, the floor may look wavy, steam may seem to come from
t unexpected places, and small objects may appear to be crawling
i about. During this period the subject may be quite uncertain
of the origin of these illusions, attributing them to his eyes,
i for instance. Some subjects, who go on to as many as 80 hours
of sleep loss, show more or less clear-cut delusions, with no
insight. Some subjects have been studied for very long periods
_ of tins, up to 250 hours of sleep deprivation. Their bizarre
me
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behavior tends to occur on a diurnal circadian cycle in assoc__-
ation with lapses. It is much worse during the early morning
hours than later, when the subject would ordinarily be awake
and working. The frequency of lapses is definitely associated
with changes in temperature, since in the early morning hours
there is definite evidence of lower temperature. West
et al. (54) have concluded from their studies of one subject (on
whom voluminous clinical records were made) that the difficul-
ties in behavior seen in very long sleep deprivation occur on
a 60- to 90-minute cycle. It is possible to predict the onset
of a lapse by observing the EEG change quite suddenly from a
waking record to a low-voltage record whose dominant frequency
is about 5-6 per second. (This is similar to the EEG seen in
the drowbf period before normal sleep.) The EEG then shifts
back to the normal pattern just as abruptly. If the degree of
constriction of the small vessels in the finger is measured, a
transient constriction is followed by dilatation as the lapse
begins, and is followed still later by constriction when the
lapse is over. In some subjects, a shaft in EEG frequency is
highly corZelated with lapses and therefore with deficits in
performance. If, for instance, EEG frequency is under 7 per
second, the reaction is either very delayed or absent because
the subject misses the appropriate cue. There also is a clear-
cut correlation between good performance test scores and EEG
frequencies above 7 per second, and vice versa.
The nature of the performance deficit resulting from
prolonged sleep deprivation depends on the nature of the exper-
ulus presentation and the duration of the response interval is
under the control of the experimenter), the subject is likely
_ to show his deficit by errors of omission. On the other hand,
in self-paced tasks, the deficit is shown by decreased speed
of performance. In self-paced tasks, subjects probably are i_
: aware of their lapses and simply begin again, thus avoiding
errors but increasing the time necessary to complete a task.
b
t
' It is of considerable practical importance to know the
, effects of sleep deprivation on learning and memory. In addi-
tion, if reliable information can be obtained it might provide "
clues that would help in the investigation of the biological
_asls of memory. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to
! develop experimental techniques that are not open to certain
criticism. For instance, most tests would be easier to inter-pret if we assumed all subjects start an experiment with the
_/ same baseline performance. Unforturately, there are known to
be marked individual differences in human learning ability and
..3 ......... __ i
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in the amount of factual knowledge that each individual pos-
; sesses which may help in new learning tasks. It is very diffi-
cult to find several tasks whose difficulty is accurately
matched. A/so, both motivation and attention, which play a
powerful role in human learning, are difficult to control. i
Williams described these problems and then summarized some
experiments which, while not avoiding all of these difficulties,
; nevertheless give some definite clues concerning the _ype of
_ memory deficit that results from sleep deprivation.
!
In one experiment, Williams gave subjects items of fac-
tual information, then asked them to repeat the information
back, some of it immediately and some of it after 24 hours.
As sleep deprivation continued, there was an increasing deficit
in the number of items retrieved, both immediately and after
the delay. Since this could have been accounted for by the
subjects' failure to understand fully the material, in a
replication of the study, subjects wer_ required _ demonstrate
that they understood the test items. _Even in this second study
there was difficulty with immediate recall and even greater
• difficulty with delayed recall. _owever, the effect on i_,edi-
ate recall occurred earlier in sleep loss than the effect on
delayed recall. In other experiments, subjects were asked to
tell stories they had heard once before. These stories were
_ of approximately equal length with about 20 to 26 identifiable
themes in each. There were two groups of stories, one set
presented before sleep deprivation, and a second group p_e-
: sented one-a-day during sleep deprivation. Subjects recalled .
the group learned before sleep deprivation quite effectively
throughout the experiment. The stories learned during sleep
deprivation, on the other hand, were recalled with difficulty,
and many items were lost even though they were requested im-
mediately after they were told. A story presented the day
after sleep was recalled effectively. In a similar experi-
ment, stories like those just described were presented on one
day and recall was attempted 24 hours later throughout a per-
iod of sleep deprivation. The amount of recall decreased
throughout the experiment. The important point is that recall
of the last story, learned after sleep deprivation had ended,
was still very poor. This was in contrast to that part of _he
other experiment in which stories learned before sleep depri-
vation were recalled well after it, or those learned after
recovery were recalled on the same day as described. All of
these studies strongly suggest that the earliest difficulty
produced by sleep deprivation is one of acquisition, not of
retrieval or recovery from storage.
J
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B. Druq-Induced States that Show Certain Similarities to
Naturally Occurrinq States of Sleep and Wakefulness:
I. Oswald
For many years drugs have been used to produce and pre-
vent sleep. The mode of action of these drugs is not well un-
derstood, but in recent years combined studies by physiolo-
gists and pharmacolugists have suggested possible Aechanisms
of action. Several hypotheses have been discussed earlier in
this report. (See pp. 26-30°} In addition to physiological
studies, clinical investigations often suggest useful ideas,
and sometimes even a single case carefully studied suggests
hypotheses that could not be derived from experiments because
the experiments cannot be carried out ethically on human sub-
jects. Dr. Oswald presented clinical data on cases of human
subjects under the influence of drugs, and following withdrawal
of drugs before and afteT some adaptation to prolonged use had
occurred.
Under normal conditions, approximately 20 percent
of the night'a sleep is of the paradoxical type, very little
of which is in the first two hours. Oswald cited the work of
Rectschaffen and Maron (55) on amphetamine, which increases the
amount of orthodox sleep at the expense of paradoxical sleep,
and produces insomnia or artificial wakefulness. Barbiturates
appear to produce orthodox sleep directly. Oswald reports that
mixtures of the two drugs also produc_ this phenomenon. How-
ever, if individuals take these drugs regularly over long per-
iods of time and develop tolerance to them, the ratio of or-
thodox and paradoxical sleep returns to a normal range.
Oswald reported on his studies of patients who had been
addicted to a mixture of amobarbital and dextroamphetamine.
When these drugs are stopped, after a period of p£olonged use
during which tolerance has developed, the percentage of para-
doxical sleep is increased markedly and it occurs earlier in
the sleep period. This is not due to prior paradoxical sleep
deprivation because these individuals show normal orthodox-to-
paradoxical ratios before the drugs are stopped. Dement raised
the possibility that it might be very difficult to ascertain
their state of deprivation, since after paradoxical sleep de-
privation the need for extra paradoxical sleep can be delayed
for long periods before it is finally made up.
Oswald also reported the case of a man who was chroni-
cally addicted to large amounts of Tranylcypromine (Parnate},
a monoamine oxidase inhibitor. For some time he had been
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taking up to 70 pills a day on his own initiative, because of
the euphoric effect they produced. Wh_le taking the drug he
sometimes showed no paradoxical sleep whatever and also showed _
a curious muscle artifact in his EEG records. When the drug i
was finally withheld effectively, he had difficulty falling
asleep qin this he differed from amphetamine addicts), but when
he did go to sleep he went directly into paradoxical sleep,
spending up to 75_ of the night in this state. This percentage
is very unusual. In addition, each night, as the patient went
into paradoxical sleep, he had a frightening dream.
Experimental subjects who took "Mogadon" (nitrazepam),
or amobarbital sleeping pills showed a suppression of paradox-
ical sleep when first taking the drugs, with the percentage
returning to normal after several days. On withdrawal from
the drugs, the percent of the night spent in paradoxical sleep
rose above normal and slowly returned. Dr. Jarvik noted that
the increase in paradoxical sleep began quite soon after stop-
ping the drug; this surprised him, since Librium, a chemically
related drug, is excreted quite slowly.
Levotryptophan produces a drowsy state in animals.
Oswald found that, given by mouth to human subjects in a dose
of 5 to I0 grams per night, it produced a pressure toward
earlier paradoxical sleep and an increased percentage of para-
doxical sleep. He studied the effects of this drug in several
subjects who showed the phenomenon to a high degree compared
to several different controls. Lactose, levo-tyrosine and
methionine, by contrast, produced no effect.
One route of tryptophan metabolism is to 5-hydroxytryp-
tophan and thence to 5-hydroxytryptamine. The drug methyserg-
ide has a very potent and specific blocking effect upon the
action of 5-hydroxytryptamine. When Oswald's normal subjects
were pre-treated with methysergide for three days, tryptophan
no longer had its former effect upon sleep. Further experi- _
ments showed that patients with idiopathic narcolepsy were par- _ _....
ticularly sensitive to the tryptophan, which caused a large
increase in the period of paradoxical sleep occurring in them
at sleep onset. This suggests that a tryptophan - 5-hydroxy-
tryptophan mechanism is involved in producing paradoxical
sleep. Oswald raised the interesuing possibility that the
_ amount of certain biogenic amines present in the nervous sys-
tem could account for the switching from one sleep stage to
another.
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C. Effects of Somnolence- and .Stimulation- Producing Drugs
on Learninq and Memory: M-Jaryik
There is now a very large literature on the effect of
drugs on learning and memory. Dr. Jarvik reviewed some of this
work, and in particular, outlined a series of his own experi-
ments. In this report we shall discuss only those issues that
have a direct bearing on sleep and wakefulness. Although many
drugs appear to produce sleepiness, in most cases the state
differs in definite ways from naturally occurring sleep and
drowsiness. Effects of drugs on performance may, of course,
be based either on those effects that are similar to sleep or
on totally different mechanisms. Great caution must be used,
therefore, in drawing inferences concerning sleep from drug
studies, and vice versa.
Drugs that tend to produce somnolence could either im-
pair or enhance performance; they could act on the learning
itself, the period of retention or storage, or the recovery
process. Since the test of memory is always the retrieval of
the stored information, it is difficult to separate effects
on the three stages. Often indirect reasoning must be used.
Also, since all studies of learning and memory use performance
of some kind as a measure, one must decide whether the drug
affects learning, retention, or recall, on the one hand, or
performance itself, on the other.
Drugs producing somnolence or impaired consciousness
could act to enhance recall by preventing the effects on a
memory trace of intervening environmental stimuli. This ef-
fect would be the exact analogue of the phenomenon discovered
by Dallenbach. Summerfield and Steink_rg(56) have presented
data on the effects of nitrous oxide anesthesia on human sub-
jects z those subjects who received the anesthetic after learn- --
ing showed greater recovery of learned material than those in
an awake control group.
Drugs producing somnolence or impaired consciousness
could also act by interfering with the consolidation of the mK_
memory trace. In this case, drugs administered during the in-
terval between learning and recall would impair performance if
given right after learning, but would not necessarily do so if
given later. Jarvik presented data from his own studies and
from others that suggest that some drugs act in this way. (57)
A number of investigators have shown that drugs usually
regarded as stimulants may enhance performance of animals in
mm n
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certain types of learning tasks. For instance McGaugh and
Petrinovich (57) have shown that strychnine and picrotoxin im-
prove performance of maze-learning in rats. At the present
time there is very little evidence that such stimulant drugs
act on any sleep-wakefulness mechanism to produce their
results, unless, Dy simply preventing sleep, they make effec-
tive learning possible. These studies have been extensively
reviewed by the above authors.
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_ Vl. EPILOGUE
Although the Work Session was brief and included rela-
tively few participants, it nonetheless yielded a vast amount
of new information and clearly indicated the directions of
_ contemporary sleep_esearch. A good portion of the data pre-
sented centered on.he phenomenology of sleep, the changes in
activity of an organism's various functional systems which
characterize sleep and allow a distinction to made between
waking and sleep, and, of equal importance, between various
phases or stages of sleep. Many of the data presented stressed
!_ qualitative differences between "old-fashioned" orthodox or
slow-wave sleep (including its various EEG stages) on the one
hand, and "new" paradoxical, activated or low-voltage fast
; sleep on the other. To the unbiased observer, our Work Session<
(as well as present-day sleep research in general) may seem to
stress activated sleep excessively at the expense of classi-
cal slow-wave sleep. Whether justified or not, this intensive
_ preoccupation with paradoxical sleep has, in the last few
years, greatly enriched our knowledge of the dreaming stage
" of sleep so that by now we certainly know at least as much
i about fast-wave sleep as we do about slow-wave sleep.
i Since much that was assumed to be common knowledge by
participants in our Work Session may not be familiar to the
less specialized reader, it may be useful in this section to
_ present in tabular form some functional differences between
!_ slow-wave sleep, fast-wave sleep, and wakefulness, and also
to point out some striking differences among the various
_ phases as they _ccur in the two most-often-studied species,
man and cat. (See Fig. 12.) It becomes evident as
_ subjects shift from waking to slow-wave sleep and paradoxical
_ sleep, that some functional changes in activity are parallel _ _,
in man and cat; other functional units, however, reveal diver- 1
_ gent, indeed often opposite changes, a fact suggesting that i
| fast-wave sleep in man may be a very different functional
state from what it is in cats. The work of many investigators
I suggests that paradoxical sleep is a kind of "endpoint." Tocite an example from Evarts' work, a continuous increase or i
decrease in discharge frequency of the large and small neurons, i
respectively, takes place with the transition from waking to i
slow-wave sleep and paradoxical sleep. An interesting ten- !
dency towards "vollying" also occurs. In addition, the evi-
dence for "uncoupling," that functional detachment of the !
various brain stem and cortical mechanisms from the moto- !
neuronal level, is mtrongest in paradoxical sleep. This i
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interpretation is not incompatible with the findings of Candia
et al.(58) who report that, in the cat, blood pressure drops
_ to a minimum during paradoxical sleep; moreover, Candia, as
well as Hodes and Suzuki(41) and Jouvet (59) find that the
arousal threshold is considerably higher in paradoxical sleep
than during either slow-wave sleep or waking. Winters(60_ on
_ the other hand, assumes that paradoxical sleep is, rather, a
transitional phase between waking and (slow-wave) sleep.
From the fin4ings of Shagass and Trusty (61) , who measured the
_ latency of various components of sensory evoked potentials in
; man during the different stages of s1_ep, one likewise is led
to conclude that paradoxical sleep is a state intermediate
_ between stages I and II.%
_ Quite apart from the light they shed on the spectrum
of levels of vigilance, studies such as Evarts' are of con-
siderable value in providing information about central ner-
vous mechanisms during sleep in general. An essential finding
_: reported from such studies is that, during sleep, the brain
is not quiescent and that, in fact, many units, particularly
_ larger neurons, are more active during sleep than during
waking. These studies also have shown that the neuronal
activities characteristic, respectively, of waking, sleeping
_ and the various sleep stages, can be more qualitative than
quantitative both with respect to single units and to popula-
tions. Of course, it will be necessary to ascertain whether i
the populations studied by Evarts (visual and motor cortex)
and by Huttenlocher(5 ) (reticular formation) have activity -
! cycles representative of the whole brain. A study of the
frontal cortex -- which, according to Paeron(62) is the only
brain region showing histological damage after prolonged
sleep deprivation -- would be of particular interest. Such
future work may yet uncover evidence that certain "super
_ cells" in the brain indeed dosleep during sleep, qb,
Dr. Hess' comprehensive discussion of the EEG signs of
._ sleep does not call for many additional commente. Since its
introduction into the bio-medical field, the E_G has been an
invaluable diagnostic corollary to the various stages of
sleep, although at times overly strict adherence to the
classical EEG signs of sleep may have inhibited progress.
I With the natural restraint of careful investigators, Hess,
Koella and Akert wrote in 1953=(63)"... one may note the
absence of sleep potentials when the cau seems to sleep_"
they did not dare at that time to accept an EEG activation
pattern as an alternative manifestation of sleep and, along
_ _ with many others, missed their chance to recognize paradoxical
,i ii, i ii i i i ii i i i i ii i i iiii
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sleep. Of particular interest in Hess' presentation was the
discussion of some more episodic sleep signs, such as sharp
vertex waves, and especially the K-complex signs, which may
eventually provide insight into the more fundamental sleep
mechanisms. Grey Walter (64) has suggested that the K-complex
may be the manifestation of some "sleep-protecting" mechanism,
which thus could be classified as the expression of a kind of
negative feedback process. Roth's(65) observation that
rhythmically recurring K-complexes still appear for a few
seconds after a repetitive (auditory) stimulus is stopped,
would indicate that the organism "anticipates" continuation
of the rhythmical stimulus and (if the Grey Walter's interpre-
tation is conrect) that it tends to counteract the potentially
arousing effect of these stimuli by means of an inhibitory
or anti-arousal discharge. In general, however, so long as
little is known about the fundamental processes underlying
the EEG wave forms encountered in the various stages of the
sleep-vigilance cycle, EEG signs will continue to provide
little more than pragmatic criteria by which to distinguish
those stages.
For similar reasons, it is still too early to attempt
a more detailed interpretation of the EEG manifestations of
° paradoxical sleep. It has been suggested that in this parti-
cular stage of sleep the cerebral cortex is activated, a
state conceivably related to the high degree of mental activ-
! ity occurring during dreaming. On the other hand, it has
been shown recently with a careful computer technique that the
EEG of paradoxical sleep, though at first glance similar to
i that of activated waking, differs from the latter in important
respects.(66)
A similar situation pertains with respect to the steady
or ultraslow_otentials recorded from the surface as well as
from subcortical sites of the brain during the various states
of vigilance. Rowland has already pointed to the various
difficulties in technique and interpretation. As in the case
of the EEG (which may be interpreted, in part, as a modula-
tlon of the steady potential), the fundamental difficulty
lies in our current ignorance of the source of these d-c
potentials. Recently, W. H. Marshall (personal communication)
has suggested that the steady EMF's (electromotive forces)
may be a manifestation of a blood-brain barrier (BBB) poten-
tial7 if this is true, their fluctuation with the state of
vigilance may signal changes in the permeability of the BBB.
It is to be hoped that £_ture research will clarify this very
fundamental question.
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o Rossi initiated the discussion of neural mechanisms of
sleep. By distinguishing between passive and active sleep
i mechanisms, he clearly indicated that sleep is not merely
"de-waking" or "de-arousal, " but requires certain additiona)
_ active processes to bring about some of its underlying eoma_!c
and visceral functional states. Thus, Rossi aligned himself
with the evident majority of the participants (and, for that
matter, of most of today's sleep investigators) lhe see sleep
as an actively induced and controlled phenomenon. This view
_ is based largely on phenomenologica! evidence, although the
_ initial and often-repeated observation of Hess that sleep can
be induced by electrical stimulation of certain brain are_,s,
has done much to strengthen it. The stimulation ex.Deriments
are, however, still ambiguous to some ex_.ent. The regions from
which various investigators have elicited sleep are numerous;
they include the cerebral cortex, (67) the hippocampus, (68)
the thalamus, (69, 70,71,72) the anterior hypothalamus and
_ preoptic area, (73) the midbrain and Dentine reticular forma-
_/ tion, 174,75) medullary structures, (7_) and peripheral
_ nerves. (26,77) The last-mentioned findings, particularly,
suggest the possibility that low-rate stimulation per se is
_ a sleep-inducing agent, possibly via Pavlov'8 intern31 inhibi-
_ tory mechanisms (78) and that the locus of stimulation is
_ ! rather irrelevant. In fact, the only locus from which a
sleep-like picture can be induced by high-rate as well as by
low-rate stimulation is, according to Sterman and Clemente, (73)
the preoptic area. Yet, the sleep (or sleep-like} effects
produced from the various structures mentioned above reveal
some striking qualitative and temporal differences which
strongly suggest that some locus specificity nevertheless
exists. For example, cats stimulated in the midline thalamus
(intralaminal nuclei) first exhibit characteristic "presomnic"
behavior (including circling movements, prone position, folded
forepaws, slow lid and pupil closure}, and only fall asleep e_
after this initial phase_ they often stay asleep for periods
of six tO eight hours, often exhibiting phases of fast-wave, I _
low-voltage sleep. Stimulation of the preoptic area, the _ _midbrain reticular formation, the medullary nucleus of the
solitary tract and the peripheral nerves, by contrast, induces
a sleep pattern that i8 usually not preceded by a phase of
presomnic symptoms and does not outlast stimulation to the
same extent. Stimulation of the hi_ocampal structures
induces mainly presomni¢ effects, (68] whereas stimulation of
the caudal pontine reticular formation induces paradoxical
sleep with a back,._ound of slow-wave sleep. It thus seems
possible that the intralamlnar thalam/c structure constitutes
the me:In and highest coordinating sleep structure, whereas
1 "ii ii i i i
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other hypnotropic areas subserve only subfunctions within the
whole phenomenon of sleep. This notion is supported by
Jouvet's observation( TM (1963, and _resent report) that _e"-
struction of the caudal part of the pontine reticular forma-
tion eliminates paradoxical sleep while leaving slow-wave
sleep undisturbed, and by the observation of Ster_._n et al. (79)
that, in the cat, lesions in the basal forebrain leduce the
time spent in the drowsy state and increase the total waking
time but leave the actual sleeping time unchanged.
Hern_ndez-Pe6n's report was of considerable interest,
not only because it further indicated the _tructures involved
in the control of sleep, but also bec:,uqe _t suggested the
nature of the nervous transmitter substance ope:-ating at
synaptic junctions interspersed in the sleep-controlling
apparatus. Hern_ndez-Pe6n's fir.dings, furthermore, brou%,ht
evidence concerning the direction of the "information flow"
in this apparatus. In vJe_ of the importance 0f these find-
ings, it is somewhat surprising that his experiments so t_:
have not been repeated by ot_ers. Several aspects of h_3
technique invite further st_ in particular the conce_t_-_-
tion gradient (which probably decreases proport%onal to _b_;
squa:'e of the distance from the crystal), the penetrat4= _
coefficient, and the specific'.ty of the neuronal reactions _'o
the various (distance-dependent) concentrations of the :_ug.
Nonetheless, Hernsuldez-Peon's _ecb_ique not only ha_, c:_ntri- __
buted substantially to our understandinq of the ceI_1_l sleep
mechanisms, but it also may prove to be of great z_[_e in
investigatio_is of problems other than sleep.
t_ t
e_
The report by Koella likewise concerned central nervous
humoral agents, but placed particular emphasis on sleep-
inducing factors. The classical work by Pi_ron, (62) later
repeated and in part confirmed by Schnedorf and Ivy, (80) as
well as the newer findings by Kornmflller et al- (81} and by
Monnier et al. (82) strongly indicates the existence of hypno-
genic factors of a humoral nature. Koella's results suggest
that serotonin may 5e among such agents.
Kety's discussion of biogenic amines stressed the ._
evident functional relation of amines of the catechol type to
arousal or the waking state. The short description of t_e
effects of gamma _ydroxybutyric acid touched also on the
problem of humoral sleep-inducing factors. It should be men- -
tioned, however, that besides the somewhat conflicting reports
a, to the existence of this \compound in the brain, (15, 16}
Winters and Spooner(83) have reported it to be an epilepto- _
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genic rather than a hypnogenic agent. More r_search will be _
needed to ascertain whether this interesting compound is
indeed a biogenic agent.
One aspect of sleep control was not discussed at any
length, namely, feedback mechanisms. It may seem futile to
attempt a "systems analysis" of sleep at a time when control
_ of sleep is still little understood and the n,_tion of its
active nature is not yet fully accepted. Nevertheless, some
_ aspects of sleep, particularly its time course, suggest the
o!_ the existence of feedback mechanisms. Moruzzi, in a recent
"_ article(TM) suggests a kind of po_:_ve feedback system
_ operating between the effector periphery (i.e., the muscles)
and the reticular core of the brain stem, an arrangement which
would well explain the relatively rapid transition from _ke-
fulness to (deep) sleep. Koella(84) suggests the e_istence
of a positive feedback loop between the hypnogenic zone of
_ the thalamus and the arousal component of the reticular for-
mation. The K-complex, which has been interpreted as a mani-
festation of sleep-protecting (i.e., homeostatic or negative
_ feedback) mechanism, was mentioned in the foregoing account.
Much of the Work Session was concerned with the psycho-
_ logical aspects of sleep. Nothing need be added to the _nfor-
;_ mative accounts of Dement, Williams, Oswald, Rowland,
_ Dallenbach and Jarvik, except, perhaps, a note on the reports
_ of slee_eprivation studies. This topic was touched upon not
only by the psychology-oriented participants but also by
Jouve_. There was consensus that sleep deprivation leads to
malperformance, the severity of _hich depends upon the nature
of the experimental task and the extent of deprivation, but
the pote._tial value of sleep deprivation experiments in eluci-
dating the functional role of sleep was not disc ssed at any
length. Indeed, as was already briefly mentioned in the
Overview, very little is known at present about the physiologi-
cal functiors of sleep. Some investigators have suggested
that sleep may be a kind of retreat, that a certain amount
of dreaming is necessary for the mental welfare of the sub-
ject, and that the main functional role of sleep should be
defined in psychological rather than im _hysiological terms.
It is easy to detect some "sense" in many functional ,_ani-
festations of sleep, particularly if one does not shy away
from teleologically _uided considerations. For example, the
narrow pupil, the active closure of the eyelids and the
active inhibition of the spinal motoneurons, resulting in a
suspension of all reflexively and supraspinally induced motor
} output, all seem to act toward one goal, namely, the avoidance
i ,
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of premature arousal. These three phenomena, together with
many others, could be interpreted as but auxiliary somatic
changes, protecting sleep but in themselves irrelevant to
those still unknown processes that constitute the ultimate
functional role of sleep.
At the conclusion of this report, a brief consideration
of the outlook of sleep research may be appropriate. Judging
from the recent literature on sleep, as well as from the
presentations at this Work Session, it seems that most investi-
gators are concerned primarily with the phenomenology of sleep.
Undeniably, this interest in uncovering more and more sleep
symptoms, in analyzing sleep patterns, and In studying differ-
ences in sleep characteristics among the various species, has
led to a rapid expansion of knowledge of the total phenomenon
of sleep. Future research will undoubtedly add numerous fur-
ther details. Extrapolating from current achievements, we
may look forward to the time when we shall know how sleep
affects the cellular and even the subcellular componentry of
all major organ systems. Useful as such information would
be, however, it would still leave major central problems
unexplored. The virtually complete lack of knowledge about
the fundamental functional role of sleep - that it probu21y
serves to provide restitution for some of the central, at
least, and possibly also of peripheral neurons - should
prompt additional inquiries along other lines. Hyd_n's( TM
i recent finding that during sleep the succinoxydase activity
in nerve cells of the brain-stem reticular formation is
markedly elevated compared with this activity in the waking
state, and that the reverse is true of neighboring glia cells,
appears as a promising first step towards an understanding
of the more basic aspects of sleep. One may hope that bio-
chemistry-oriented investigators will undertake more systema-
tic studies of cell populations from many different regions
of the brain (including, in particular, the frontal cortex)
and will extend their efforts over a variety of biochemical
processes which may relate to the restitutional function of
sleep, hitherto only vaguely established.
Another problem demanding intensified research concerns
the neural mechanisms controlling sleep. Several promising
beginnings were _eported at our Work Session: at least some
I central nervous _ystem areas that appear to be involved inthe induction, m&in n_.nce and termination of sleep have been
delineated by stimulation and elimination experiments. The
recent work of the Pisa laboratory(86) on the spinal reflexes,
Evarts' study on pyramidal cells of the motor cortex, and the
!
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older work of W.R. Hess (I0) on the pupil, to name only a few,
have identified some of the intermediate control mechanisms
governing the peripheral activity changes characteristic of
the sleep-wakefulness cvcle. The work by Pi_ron, (62)
Kornm_ller (81) Monnie_, _82) Hern_ndez-Pe6n, (87) Bessman
et al.,( TM and Koella, (88) has begun to elucidate humoral
factors which may play a role either as para- or tele-
transmitters in the control of sleep. Much work lies ahead,
however, and it will unquestionably require a combined effort
) by neurophysiologists, neuroanatomists, neurochemists, neuro-
pharmacologists, and systems engineers to establish the iden-
tity and the logic of the nervous and humoral mechanisms that
comprise the complex functional system governing the induc-
tion, maintenance and termination of that mysterious state
in which man spends one-third of his lifetime.
2 _
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